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These two blokes (they’ve shorn a few sheep in their time) have re-written the meaning of that saying, ‘In it for the long haul.’
Jim Keenan (left panel) has recently ridden 2500km in the North and South Islands raising money for rare diseases. Roger
Leslie (right panel) has walked the length of New Zealand in support of mental illness. We bow to your tenacity, gentlemen!
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HATS OFF TO JIM AND ROGER!
Greetings once again to all our readers (and followers
on Facebook, up over 3500 and growing by the day) and
welcome to the pages of Shearing mag’s digital edition
number six! Time has surely whizzed by since we were
caught up in the first Covid lockdown and could not get the
mag printed on paper as we had done for the previous 32
years. We trust you are now well and truly adjusted to the
electronic age.
I hope we have produced a variety of stories and photos
to keep you interested – a mixture of old and new. First, we
must acknowledge the astonishing feats of two shearers who
have been out there raising money for charitable causes. Jim
Keenan, formerly of Alexandra, latterly of Picton, spent 40
days during September and October cycling the byways and
backroads of the North and South Islands, raising funds for,
and awareness of Rare genetic disorders, including Fragile
X. He clocked up some 2500 kilometres – no problem for
an 80-year-old!
And Roger Leslie of Mosgiel has walked from Bluff to
Cape Reinga in just 38 days – 2100km at an average of
55km per day. Fulfilling a dream he’d held since being
inspired by the exploits of Mr AH Reed more than 60 years
ago, Roger walked in aid of the Able Minds Charitable Trust.
He couldn’t walk across Auckland because of lockdown
restrictions, so did about 145km of detours to make up for
the loss. He reached Reinga on 23 November. Roger relates
some stories from the road at page 56 of this edition.
As per the last few editions, we have delved back into our
photo archives and reprinted some group photos, especially
those that were published in the days when Shearing was
printed on ‘newsprint’ and almost exclusively in black and
white. We are glad to let them see ‘the light of day’ again,
this time in colour.
And, if you occasionally try and get your head around
mind-boggling subjects like global warming, climate change
and the like – and wonder what the hell all those politicians
achieved in Glasgow recently during COP26 – have a read
of the ‘opinion piece’ by Dr Doug Edmeades at page 39.
This is something different from our usual magazine stories,
but you might find his analysis more plausible than the
‘bullshit’ we keep getting fed by main stream media.
Keep well, see you in April 2022.

Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)
Publisher: Last Side Publishing Ltd, Box 102, Hamilton
3240, New Zealand. Tel 0274 833 465.
Email: shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
Copyright: All material subject to usual arrangements.
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Next edition due 7 April 2022.
Deadline for all material two weeks prior.
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New Dates for North and South Island
Industry Personal Development Days
– please diary 16 March 2022 Napier
and 5 May 2022 Mosgiel.
The planned 20 August 2021 NZWCA
North Island Industry PD Day in Napier
had to be postponed at short notice
because of New Zealand going into
Covid Level 4 a couple of days prior.
At the time of postponement, we
advised of the possibility of rescheduling
to 6 October, however this couldn’t
happen because the wool store needed
to be at Level 1 for the venue to be used.
We have rescheduled the Napier event to
Wednesday 16 March 2022.
The framework of the day will remain
the same, (including wool exercises, tour
of NZWTA facility and the wool store
with a core sampling demo) however
some speakers may be changed due to
availability, to be confirmed.
We decided upon March and not
any sooner because we didn’t want
to clash with mainshear and the busy
time for wool harvesting in the North
Island. We encourage our North Island
members to attend. We will be calling
for registrations nearer the time. (Marg
Forde)

Don Feeling a Bit Grumpy!

I have served on the Board of the NZ
Wool Classers Association (NZWCA) for
a fair number of years as the Federation
of Wool Merchants representative. It’s a
job in itself that has had many challenges
but in recent times I feel it is time to
confront the elephant in the room.
Almost every Board meeting we
have on the agenda a reference to wool
classer registration numbers being
used on wool clips with the user of the
number not being a financial member
of the association. Your Board has
spent endless time in discussion on this
problem; how to deal with it, do we have
the power to do anything, who owns the
number and how it may be used.
Here is how I see it. The number is
issued by NZWCA to the recipient on
reaching the qualifying standard with
the proviso of being a financial member
of the Association, and meeting some
professional development upgrades,
for example, attending an occasional
refresher day or AGM with training
attached and generally taking some

Above: Don Urquhart
interest in the ongoing health of our
great industry. Your Board is well aware
of the difficulty with time, travel and
accommodation costs and try to make
it all as easy and simple as possible to
attend.
My thoughts are these: Wool classing
and grading are vital requirements for
presenting wools fit for purpose to world
markets. In order to have a continuous
flow of new entrants to the industry
we need to have a recognized system
of training and qualifications with a
structure to do the administration. To
do this requires funding. I am amazed
at how much your Association achieves
with such a tiny income. Without the
support of members, associate members,
merchants, brokers, exporters, WRONZ
and so on, along with a lot of effort
by your Board Chairman, Secretary,
Registrar and Board Members, the
training regime would not survive.
So, this is my argument: The system
that trained our now skilled wool
classers, giving them the ability to
prepare our national clip, and earn an
income, requires on-going support to
train new and upcoming entrants to our
recognised trade. Much of the cost of
training and supervising in years gone
by were paid for by wool grower levies
administered by the NZ Wool Board.
The Wool Board as we all know was
disbanded some years ago.
I believe we should all be prepared
to give back to the system that gave us
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the skills required to make an income
from our industry. After all, most wool
classers with several sheds to class
would, I believe, cover the cost of annual
NZWCA membership by morning
smoko on their first day of the season.
What can and what is the board of
NZWCA doing about this problem?
Where possible we check catalogues
with classer numbers attached against
our list of financial classers. For any one
non-registered, an attempt is made to
contact and discuss reasons why etc. Not
easy as historic records are inaccurate
and there are out of date addresses and
contact details. NZWCA has no legal
power to fine or punish in any way
other than delist the classer from the
registration list. But this is done as a last
resort as we want everyone ‘on board’ so
would rather talk about it.
But in addition, we note that our
industry is increasingly taking steps
to uphold the integrity of the product
through to the end user. Our Association
strongly supports the National Council
of NZ Wool Interests Inc recent initiative
to support wool sector membership
of the New Zealand Farm Assurance
Incorporated. Already some 25 wool
companies have so far joined NZFAP,
including brokers, merchants, exporters,
scours, test houses and retail brands.
In closing could I request all classers
to think seriously about the above and
take some action. If you have a reason
for being non-compliant then talk to
our Registrar, Chairman or write to our
secretary. I can assure you of a good
hearing. Another option is to become a
Board member and facilitate any changes
you might like to see from within.
These are personal views and thoughts
as a wool classer and not necessarily the
views of Woolfirst Merchants whom I
represent on the NZWCA Board. I would
be happy to receive any comment, good
or bad. (Don Urquhart (M486). (From
NZWCA Newsletter November 2021.
https://woolclassers.org.nz/wp-content/
uploads/2021/11/November-Newsletter.
pdf

Above: From our November 1994 issue – the old blade shearers of the MacKenzie Country who had a get-together at
the inaugural Omarama Merino Shears [October 1994]. Back left: Jim Aldridge, Ron Wade, Mick Walsh, Ed Hardy, Ron
Skietd, Bill O’Caroll, Ron Webb, Chris Smith. Front left: Steve Smith, Melville Aldridge, Andy Muldrew, George Houston,
Bob McCimpsey; the Arthur’s Point Sheriff, Pat Mathias; Jim
Phillits, Dave Phillits, Les Linwood.

Above: Quiz question. The year (we think) is 1999: What is
this shearer holding in his other hand? Keep turning the pages
until you find the answer ...
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Anything’s good enough for the shearers
By Marty Braithwaite
The meat was half rotten. It was the shearers’ fault apparently;
they were days late and the mutton had been killed and waiting,
starting to turn green in their absence.
Despite the delay being down to bad weather, the shearers
were still supposed to eat that meat, by now putrid, intervention
coming only when their cook, Dorothea Richards, decided she
was having none of it. ‘I went to the nearest telephone, rang
the farmer’s wife up and said, “the meat’s bad.”’
Without hesitation, the wife retorted, ‘You’re supposed to be
the cook, can’t you revive it, soak it in vinegar or something
like that? Anything is good enough for the shearers.’
‘Look lady, you can come down here and get this meat,’
Dorothea responded, ‘you can take it home, revive it, give it
artificial respiration if you like, but if there’s no decent meat
for the men here within half an hour, I’ll get the shearers to
stop work.’ Needless to say, the Land Rover arrived in half an
hour with decent meat.
‘It used to make me mad when those farmers’ wives, plums
in their mouths, said, “anything is good enough for a shearer.”
The word “shearer” was always “sssshearer”, as though they
were scum of the earth,’ Dorothea says with steely disapproval.
‘That used to get me mad. I’d rebel, really go crook and tell
many a boss that if it wasn’t for the shearers, they’d never be
able to get their sheep shorn and buy their flash new cars and
things.’
Having earned the dismay of her family by marrying a
shearer, legendary blade-man Les Richards, Dorothea also
earned both the ire of a few farmers when challenging poor
conditions and bad food meted out to shearers.
Her theory was that a well-fed shearer can be having all

Tararua Shearing Ltd
Shearers and shedhands wanted.
Must have good work ethics
and be reliable.
Accommodation, meals and
transport provided.
Work from mid-November to
end of March.
Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021
stephanietisdall@xtra.co.nz
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

Above: Les and Dorothea Richards.
manner of niggly troubles, but would forget them if they were
happy, with full bellies. ‘Hard sheep and things going wrong
in the shed would be magnified if there was a crook cook.
Trivialities would be blown to high heaven.’
Putting theory into practice, Dorothea cleared the Mt
Nicholas cookshop of its lip-scalding enamel pannikin cups
and plates by getting the shearers to take them down to the
lake to see who could throw them in the furthest. Charges
were threatened but nothing eventuated.
Straw mattresses at Mt Algidus were such one year that
the boss was told there’d be no cooking until decent beds
were found. The counter-response, that shearing was only
for ten days or so a year, overlooked that the shearers slept on
substandard mattress at that station and then the next one and
so on for five or six months a year. ‘I didn’t think of that,’ said
the boss before providing lovely new mattresses.
Rusty utensils were buffed on grindstones and, at one place,
‘I looked at all those dirty filthy old cups, all cracked and
chipped and just broke down, I couldn’t stand it anymore,’
Dorothea recalled. ‘I said to the boss, “See all those cups, no
one is going to be using them and unless there’s decent cups,
I’m not going to let the men start shearing in the morning.”
Nice new cups quickly eventuated.
Ironically though, the tables can be turned. An old stove at
Craigeburn had rusted out and been replaced with a brand-new
coal range. ‘It had never been used, it was beautiful to cook
on, wonderful,’ Dorothea recalls.
‘I had read in Mrs Beeton’s cookbook that mutton fat protects
metal stoves from rusting, so when we were leaving, I got this
bit of mutton fat and conscientiously rubbed it all around the
stove to make sure it wouldn’t rust.’
The following season, Dorothea heard that the cook at
Craigieburn the previous year ‘was a dirty old bitch, she’d left
the range covered in fat.’
‘After being so conscientious, imagine her amusement and
surprise at learning “what a dirty old cook I was.” Touché!’
Dorothea Richards was a cook for high-country blade shearers
in the 1970s and 80s. This story is one of a forthcoming series
by Marty Braithwaite from interviews carried out with her and
blade-shearing husband Les in the early 1980s.
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Due recognition for Carolyn
By Nigel Beckford
Carolyn Clegg’s advocacy work for the wool harvesting
industry has earned her a nomination in this year’s Women
of Influence awards.  
It’s been a year like no other for the Te Anau-based Clegg
(pictured opposite). As well as helping her husband Andrew
run a busy shearing operation (60 staff at peak season),
she’s also Vice-president of the New Zealand Shearing
Contractors’ Association (NZSCA).
The Association is the voice of the industry with the
powers-that-be in Wellington and also provides business
and employment advice to a nationwide network of
contractors. It’s a role she’s well equipped for. Born and
raised on a farm, Carolyn loves rural life, especially the
wool industry, which she describes as ‘one big family’.
‘Wool’s been undervalued as a commodity for far too
long, but it remains one of New Zealand’s great, natural
resources. I really enjoy being part of an industry that
produces such a sustainable product.’
By her own admission, Carolyn ‘can be a straight talker
when needed’ and has proved adept at translating the
intricacies of government regulations and policies into
something that ‘actually works for the wool harvesting
industry.’
The impact of COVID-19 has put those skills to test like
never before. Carolyn has been a driving force, on behalf
of the Association, lobbying and working with government
agencies in recent years to organise border exemptions
for overseas shearers to address looming labour shortages
facing the sector.
It’s been a slow grind, but by Xmas an extra forty shearers
will arrive in the country in time for Main Shear. Carolyn
also helped create a Transitional Workforce Plan for the
industry to fast track the recruitment and training of new
shearers and wool handlers in coming years. But that’s
no quick fix, she says. ‘It takes three or four years before

or small

Dose them all MONTHLY

someone is up to speed and has the skills to deliver a quality
product, but it’s useful step.’
Carolyn says she ended up in her current role more or
less by accident. ‘I went along to an AGM on holiday as
my husband wanted the company. I must’ve asked too
many questions, because someone nominated me for the
executive,’ she laughs.
She has been in the role eight years. ‘I was the only woman
on the Association’s executive committee when I joined
and I think, at times, it can bring a different perspective to
the ideas being discussed. It also reflects the diversity of
our industry. Although the figureheads of most shearing
operations are men, women play a vital role making these
businesses successful.
‘Like me, many of these women are a “Jill of all Trades”,
raising families, while helping run the business, looking
after accounts, employment and compliance issues. These
are busy, complex operations. You’re managing a highly
mobile workforce too, including providing support and
guidance for the younger ones who might be straight out of
school. Sometimes it’s like being Camp Mother,’ she says.
She’s noticed more rural women are involving themselves
nowadays as NZSCA members.
‘I married a shearer, had children, ran a home and helped
run a business as well for thirty years. I never dreamt I’d
be dealing with politicians and government agencies in
Wellington, but they seem to like the way I get straight
to the point,’ she chuckles. ‘I love talking to different
people and helping them to see what’s going to work in a
woolshed. For example, if you make a shearer wear a face
mask while they’re shearing all day, they are going to die of
heat exhaustion. Any ideas need to work from the ground
up for rousies, wool pressers and shearers.’
Carolyn’s not one for the limelight and is at pains to point
out that her lobbying and planning draw on the ideas and
experience of many others in our industry. ‘I haven’t done
all this by myself. I just do what has to be done on their
behalf and I’m passionate and direct about it.’
(To page 8)
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(From page 7)
Her advice to other women following in her footsteps?
‘Value your own contribution, be proud of what you achieve
and most of all, make time for yourself. Women are often
great at looking after everyone’s needs in a business but
their own, so make sure you get some “me” time too.’
Carolyn is a finalist in the Women of Influence Award’s
primary industries section. The winners will be announced
in February 2022. ‘It’s a real honour to see your name in
there alongside so many amazing women.’
She says it’s also heartening to see more women entering
the industry. ‘This industry is really changing – there are
many more women shearing now and also running their

own businesses compared to when I started. It’s no longer
the male-dominated occupation I knew, there are good
opportunities for women. It’s such a friendly industry too
– everybody knows everybody. For example, I’ve known
one of New Zealand’s top shearers Megan Whitehead since
she was a kid. It was a proud moment watching her set a
world shearing record earlier this year.
‘What does it take to do my job well? You need to set
aside a little time in your week, you need to be able to
translate ideas into reality and you need to be able to have
a laugh so people enjoy working with you, even on the most
challenging issues.’

Catching up with Allan Shephard
Shearing magazine’s roving correspondent recently found
himself camped at the popular Gore Bay Holiday Camp (eight
kilometres from Cheviot) with Allan Shephard, and took the
opportunity to have a chat with this long-serving member of
the shearing fraternity.
Allan was born at Kurow in 1951. His father, a former army
service man (26th Battalion), worked as a labourer on a farm in
the area after returning from the war in 1945 and later bought
a farmlet of his own at Otekaieke.
Allan attended school at Otekaieke and initially did much
of his shearing in the upper Waitaki Valley/Waimate. Like
many others who started working in the sheds, Allan started
first as a rousie (in 1969) and then took up shearing in 1970.
He started with a freelance gang in the Kurow District, with
Kevin Wall, Kevin Sinclair, and his brother, Bill Shephard.
All were very good shearers – Bill was Golden Shears junior
champion in 1969.
While still single, Allan started shearing further away from
home. He worked for Bill Lowry and later Ian Anderson in
the Otautau District (which, for the uninitiated, is just near
Tuatapere) shearing ewes and lambs. The difference in Southland, however, was that it was quite unusual if he had to travel
more than 10 miles to most sheds, whereas he had been used to
travelling extensively back at home each day just to start work.
Allan considers a lot of very good shearers came out of the
Kurow District during that particular time – one in particular
was Dave Parker, who could have easily been a champion had
he continued in the industry. Dave was a winner of the Sunbeam
Encouragement Award, which earned him a trip to Australia
with the New Zealand team.
Allan continued shearing in the district until 1980, when he
took a break and got married to Marlene. They bought a house
in Waimate and then, after about six months away from the
sheds, he went back to shearing. Allan also shore in the North
Island for a number seasons. At one stage, he was based at
Lochinver Station, which was noted as one of the infamous
George Wilder’s hiding places many years earlier.
Here, Allan shore with Jeff Rountree from Otorohanga. Jeff
was a gun who regularly shore over 600 lambs a day, while
Allan was pretty happy doing 400-odd. Allan recalls Jeff doing
‘600s’ for six days in a row and would have done it again but
they ran out of sheep on the seventh day. One one of those days
Jeff had bettered the then existing world lamb shearing record.
During his career Allan entered the Golden Shears ‘five or
six’ times and, while never a champion shearer himself, it was,
looking back, a special period as they were great times to be

Above: Allan Shephard competing at the New Zealand Spring
Shears, Waimate, in 1992. Below: Allan, the New Zealand team
manager 2003-04 with woolhandlers Waina Peneha and Tom
Fleming. They lost the ‘away game’, but won at Masterton.

involved in the sport.
Allan considers he worked with some talented shearers over
the years. For example, the McCone brothers, Barney and John,
and Jeff Crengle in Southland. Most of the shearers he worked
with were always helpful, which made the job very enjoyable.
The main difference with shearing today is the size of the sheep.
which are huge in comparison to his day. (To page 21)
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At just 18-years-of-age, Mistyrose Kokiri Elers (above) is now
a fully certified Australian Wool Classer.  
‘Earning my first pay for woolhandling at 14 takes me back
to when I was little. My dad, Clayton Mcgee said when I was
four months old, I would sit in his bag while he was shearing
at Nokomai Station, near Queenstown. The contractor was
Peter & Elsie Lyon Shearing, of Alexandra, South Island,
New Zealand.
‘Later on, I penned up for dad in the holidays and recall
riding my bike around the quarters at Pete’s, who employed
around 250-300 workers, back then.’
Mistyrose completed her senior schooling and attended
Agriculture School for two years, achieving nine certificates and
proudly gaining the Caltex Best All Rounder Award for 2020.
Along with the incredibly amazing support of her family,
Mistyrose said boarding school was not only a great experience,
but it also helped lead her to the shearing and woolhandling sports.
Mistyrose says she had a great time competing on the West
Australian circuit this season (2021). As a senior woolhandler
she landed a spot in every final, with five placings to her name,
including a win at Katanning.
Not only a woolhandling champ but yes, she’s also a shearing
novice competitor too! What can’t this young lady do? She
shore in five novice finals, and just to put the icing on the cake,
made the cut for a speed shear final as well! (Jojo Crawford)

MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and woolhandlers for
permanent or seasonal work. Good rates offered,
must be drug free.
Phone Tony 027 693 3010

Above: Elite Wool Industry trainer Norm Harraway passing
on some wisdom to a newcomer.

Can you handle the troof?

There’s an advert on TV at present (can’t recall what for) where
one horse says, ‘I want the truth.’ The other horse says, ‘You
can’t handle the truth!’ (A horse of ill-repute?) Read on ...
The founder of Dubai, Sheik Rashid, was asked about the
future of his country, and he replied, ‘My grandfather rode a
camel, my father rode a camel, I ride a Mercedes, my son rides
a Land Rover, and my grandson is going to ride a Land Rover
... but my great-grandson is going to have to ride a camel again.’
Why is that, he was asked? And his reply was, ‘Hard times
create strong men, strong men create easy times. Easy times
create weak men, weak men create difficult times. Many will
not understand it, but you have to raise warriors, not parasites.’
And, add to that the historical reality that all great empires
... the Persians, the Trojans, the Egyptians, the Greeks, the
Romans, and in later years, the British ... all rose and perished
within 240 years.
They were not conquered by external enemies; they rotted
from within. America has now passed that 240-year mark, and
the rot is starting to be visible and is accelerating. We are past
the Mercedes and Land Rover years ... the camels are on the
horizon. The greatest generation consisted of 18-year-old kids
storming the beaches at Normandy. And now, two generations
later, some 18-year-old kids want to hide in safe rooms when
they hear words that hurt their feelings. They also want free
stuff from the government because they think they are entitled
to it. The ‘camels are on the horizon’ for sure.
Something to ponder? History has a way of repeating itself.
(From a circulating email.)
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HELP US
ALL RAISE
OUR GAME
IN THE
WOOLSHED
Tahi Ngātahi is an online platform
that uses video clips to pass on skills
and safety tips to farmers, shearing
contractors and shearers.
Our aim is to:
• reduce common injuries by
30% and prolong careers
• build a stronger, more skilled
workforce

• make shearing more attractive to
new entrants.

Learn Your Warm-Ups
Every year over 9,000 days are lost to
injury in the wool sector. That’s a lot of
pain for no gain. Tahi Ngātahi’s videos
are designed to help everyone raise their
game in the shed. You can learn short
warm-up routines that help prevent
back strains at www.tahingatahi.co.nz.
A few extra minutes of simple stretches
a day could save your back and boost
your wallet.

Tahi Ngātahi’s part of wider efforts
to revitalise the wool industry
and will be integrated into the
government’s new $1.86m on-job
training initiative Kaiaka Wool
Industry Training NZ.

Visit www.tahingatahi.co.nz and sign up to show your support for this
great industry.
For business support to make the best use of the programme, please
contact Bronwyn Campbell at support@tahingatahi.co.nz or 0272436979

Don’t Blow Your Wrist
With main shear looming, now’s the
time to prepare the body for those big
tallies. Blown wrists are really common
among shearers who hit the board hard
after a bit of a break. Just like the All
Blacks wouldn’t play a test without a
pre-season or any warm-up, you need
to make sure you’re in good nick before
you pick up the handpiece. You can
learn simple warm-up routines that help
prevent blown wrists at
www.tahingatahi.co.nz.

OFFICIAL PARTNERS

COP (OUT) 26

The great and the good all got together
for a big meeting. It would seem that
after a pre-determined number of hours of
everyone chucking in their two pennies’
worth, going round and round in circles,
eventually time ran over, no-one could
agree on anything concrete, everyone
was pretty fed-up, nothing of any real
worth was actually achieved, so they all
went home again and agreed to meet at a
future date to sort it out properly. Sound
anything like a committee meeting in a
certain rural sport?
I guess people are the same everywhere
and whatever their area of expertise is!
(Tom Harding)

STAY
WEIRD

Get with the in-crowd:
follow Shearingmag
on Facebook
Shearing 11

Farewell Tom Brough

Shearing magazine records with great
sadness the death this week (21 November
2021) of Tom Brough. Our publishing
deadline is too close to allow the writing
of a full obituary befitting one of our true
legends, which we will include in our
next edition.
For the moment we mark his passing
with these few lines from the back cover
of Tom’s highly successful book, The
Way it Was (second edition), published in
2011: ‘... Tom Brough – a man of many
parts. After a challenging childhood
in the King Country backblocks and
minimal schooling, Tom Brough became
a champion shearer (sending a million
sheep down the chute), successful farmer
(turning unproductive country into a
model farm) and noted hunter of pigs,
deer and more exotic animals on several
continents.
‘Tom Brough won the Golden Shears
open championship in 1976 and was a
finalist on seven other occasions, coming
second four times. He was also a judge at
world shearing championships on several
occasions. He was King Country Farmer
of the Year in 1982.
‘Tom and Larraine have visited 80
countries and he has trekked in the
Himalayas and rafted the Colorado River.
‘He has hunted wapiti in Fiordland and
Sika deer in the Kaimanawas and Ibex and
Elk in Mongolia ...’
And this from Last Side to Glory
(1991): ‘There are many great names
from New Zealand shearing not recorded
on the Honours Board of the Golden
Shears Society’s open championship. One
has to feel for them, as for the participants
in many other sports who just failed to
make it to the top. But what a tragedy it
would have been had Tom Brough not had
that strength of character to keep going
until when, in 1976, the ultimate triumph
over adversity was his, and he placed his
name up where it belonged.’
And for Tom’s own summary: ‘It got
to the stage where even a million dollars
wouldn’t have mattered, the winning of
that purple ribbon was everything.’
******
Above: Tom Brough pictured on the Queen
Charlotte Track in 2014, during a weekend
at Endeavour Lodge, together with a
number of ‘old’ shearing mates including
Jeff Rountree, Brian Quinn, Brian
Waterson, Jim Keenan, Ivan Rosandich,
Ian Rutherford and Eddie Reidy, all as
guests of then lodge proprietor, Colin
Smith. Tom took the opportunity to walk
about 20km of the track while he was there.

Strengthen Your Business

Join NZSCA

Every year New Zealand Shearing Contractors Association
members shear 70% of the nation’s flock, employing 3,200
workers. We give them tools that strengthen their business
and streamline their paperwork.
Employment — industry-approved employment contract;
recommended pay rates, Employers & Manufacturers Assoc.
(EMA) membership; work visa application support.
Insurance — AON coverage included in NZSCA membership
fee. Covers Public Liability, Employers & Statutory Liability,
Punitive & Exemplary, Directors & Officers.
Health and safety — workbook compliant with the Health
& Safety at Work Act 2015. Access to Tahi Ngātahi online
learning platform.

President: Mark Barrowcliffe 027 554 4433
Executive Officer: Phil Holden 027 467 1670
Secretary: Suzanne Kennedy 027 551 1500
E: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz
Find out more: www.nzshearing.co.nz
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60 years at Alex
By Jills Angus Burney
One year on from the cancellation of its 2020 event, the New
Zealand Merino Shears Society in Alexandra celebrated its
60th Show in October 2021.
Catering onsite to the [Covid lockdown] Level 2 audience
of competitors and officials only in the Molyneux Stadium,
the whole event was livestreamed for the full programme by
Shedtalk.
After the nation-wide Level 4 lockdown in August 2021,
President Greg Stuart said the event had to do a lot of updating
as the event drew close.
The organising committee very quickly put the dampers on
a 60th birthday celebration dinner, reducing the event to just
woolhandling on the Friday, and shearing only on the Saturday.
Where the event lacked a public audience independent of the
competitors, the bustling of the immediate family, partners and
children gave a small atmosphere to the finals.
For the second year, the absence of Australian competitors
such as eight times winner Damian Boyle of Western Australia
at the start of the National Circuit event opened a doorway for
the next generation of open competitors.
Nathan Stratford of Invercargill won his fifth title in his
25th season of competition, with a strong margin over second
placed newcomer, Ringakaka Paewai of Gore, both almost
a full sheep behind Troy Pyper who finished third, after
incurring a maximum penalty early in the final. Jocky O’Neill
of Alexandra was fourth, with current world record holder,
Stacey Te Huia, fifth and two times winner, Grant Smith of
Rakaia in sixth place.
A 60th Jubilee book cataloguing the history of the event,
with a focus on the past ten years was launched by Otago’s
perennial classer and woolhandling judge, Barbara Newton.
The book is notable for an interview with four times world
woolhandling champion and winner of the 60th Championships,
Joel Henare of Gisborne. Winning his fourth title over Pagan

Karauria of Alexandra, Henare addresses the elephant in the
room in his first public acknowledgement when in the NZ team
in 2011 he failed a drug test prior to the Trans-Tasman test and
was suspended by Shearing Sport NZ for the next five shows.
Not the first to be stood down by SSNZ, both previous
champions Joanne Kumeroa and Blade shearer, Mick
O’Connell having suffered a similar fate, Henare talks of
having run away to Australia for several months to reflect on
his suspension. Newton gives him credit for manning-up, and
facing his own behaviour, before returning to NZ in early 2012,
passing a clean drug test, making the subsequent NZ team for
the 2012 World Championships where he won the individual
title and the team title with Kumeroa. The rest they say is
history; Henare having been made a Master Woolhandler at the
early age of 22, having now had more than 100 Open victories
and 14 consecutive Golden Shears titles.
Tia Potae of Milton was third, with Ratapu Moore of Seddon
fourth in the Open Woolhandling.
The Senior shearing championship was won by Alexandra
local, Simon Cameron by three points ahead of Haare Edwards
of Ashburton and third placed Scottish Kiwi, Emily Te Kapa in
her first merino final. Joshua Quinn, the grandson of legendary
Brian ‘Snow’ Quinn was fourth, followed by Hohepa Te RataTaituha from Taumarunui in fifth place and Mitchell Menzies of
Ranfurly last in sixth place, after suffering a maximum penalty
on his second sheep and withdrawing.

JEFF DORSET
SHEARING
ROTORUA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TO OUR CLIENTS WE OFFER

Drug-free gangs
H&S Policy systems in place
Proven shearing and woolhandling services

TO OUR EMPLOYEES WE OFFER

A drug-free environment
(Mandatory testing by NZTDDA)
Above NZSCA recommended rates
Accommodation, food, transport, emeries – all
provided at no expense

Jeff – 027 492 0758
Office – 021 414 914 jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz

We support all that is best in shearing
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New Zealand Merino Shears
Alexandra, 1-2 October 2021

Shearing:
Vetmed/PGG Wrightson open: Nathan
St ratford, I nvercargill, 98.254 1;
Ringakaha Paewai, Gore, 106.701 2;
Troy Pyper, Cheviot, 111.000 3; Jocky
O’Neill, Alexandra, 111.683 4; Stacey Te
Huia, Alexandra, 121.063 5; Grant Smith,
Rakaia, 124.644 6.
Senior: Scott Cameron, Alexandra, 88.770
1; Taare Edwards, Ashburton, 92.445 2;
Emily Te Kapa, Scotland, 96.542 3; Joshua
Quinn, Dunstan, 101.900 4; Hohepa
Te Rata-Taituha, Ongarue, 124.195 5;
Mitchell Menzies, Ranfurly, did not finish.
Woolhandling:
Peter Lyon Shearing/New Zealand Merino
Open: Joel Henare, Gisborne, 104.132 1;
Pagan Karauria, Alexandra, 127.362 2; Tia
Potae, Milton, 185.394 3; Ratapu Moore,
Seddon, 199.638 4.
CP Wool Senior: Jasmine Tipoki, Napier,
138.286 1; Holly Whakarau, 145.220 2;
Tamara Marshall, Port Waikato, 172.044
3; Autumn Waihape, Gore, 179.600 4.
FMG Junior: Stoneigh Waihape, Gore,
177.130 1; Jessica Toa, Ashburton, 197.074
2; Emma Martin, Gore, 228.094 3; Lucy
Gee-Taylor, 273.306 4.
WS Hickey Wool Merchant/Alistair
Eckhoff Novice: Anahera Cannell,
Gisborne, 87.590 1; Holley Jay-Marie,
Wallacetown, 104.600 2; Maurea Kora,
Gisborne, 124.620 3; Naomi Boyce,
Masterton, 126.174 4.

Images, top left descending: Open
woolhandlers, Joel Henare, Pagan
Karauria, Tia Potae and Ratapu Moore,
with Dallas Mihaere, left. Senior
woolhandlers, Jasmine Tipoki, Holly
Whakarau, Tamara Marshall, Autumn
Waihape. Junior woolhandlers, Stoneigh
Waihape, Jessica Toa, Emma Martin,
Lucy Gee-Taylor. Opposite left: Tatijana
Keefe. Opposite right: Alica Watson.
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Action from New Zealand Merino Shears, Alexandra: Top:
Anahira Cannell. Centre: Skye Herbert. Above: Hohepa Te
Rata-Taituha.

If you want to settle down with good conditions and
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team.  We work
for some great people and we have some great people
working for us. There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Aria: 022 374 4062
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.
Email: office@paewaimullins.co.nz
Website: www.paewaimullins.co.nz

More action from New Zealand Merino Shears, Alexandra:
Top: Jess Toa. Centre: Brittany Tibble. Above: Josh Quinn.
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SSNZ Competition Directory
Click on the link below to download
the 2021-2022 (app) edition of the
Shear ing Spor ts New Zealand
Competition Directory. It contains
everything you need to know about
the rest of the season.
https://app.shearingsports.co.nz/

Sixty Years a Woolhandling Man

A reflective-looking Graeme Bell (pictured above in 2007)
can look back on 60 years of proud association with the New
Zealand Merino Shears at Alexandra. Graeme won the Open
woolhandling title in 1979 and 1981. The late Brent Gow (see
pages 36-37) was there on 20 September 1980 and produced
the following time analysis of Graeme’s performance in the
Open woolhandling final (won by Marie Hancock):
Shearer commenced at 0 secs. At 40 secs Bell removes belly
wool to box and spends the next 130 secs around the shearer
waiting for shearer to remove fleece.
He then takes 10 secs picking up the fleece and throwing on
the table and 40 secs skirting fleece before returning to the
board to remove belly wool from the 2nd fleece, and spends
39 secs cleaning up bits and pieces of wool on board before
returning to the table to finish skirting and rolling No. 1 fleece
in 41 secs. He takes 5 secs to dispose of fleece and return to
board where he spends 40 secs before picking up the 2nd
fleece and throwing it on the table and spending 45 secs in
this and in the skirting part of No. 2 fleece before returning
to the board for 25 secs to dispose of the 3rd belly wool then
returns to table to finish skirting, rolling and disposing of 2nd
fleece in a further 53 secs.
He then spends 25 secs on board cleaning up oddments of
wool before returning to the table with his third and final fleece
and spends 50 secs skirting, rolling and disposing of the third
fleece. He finally spends 36 secs cleaning up, sorting pieces
and sweeping up the board and finally raising the broom to
signify finish of total job in a time of 9m 42 secs or 5 mins 35
secs on the board and 4 mins 7 secs on the table.
On the board works 2 mins 50 secs is spent before the first
fleece is picked up and 36 secs is spent cleaning up after the
3rd fleece is finished with 79.165 points. The shearer shore the
1st sheep in 170 secs, the 2nd in 175 secs and the 3rd in 148
secs – a total of 8 mins 13 secs.
(P Brent Gow 1980)

Competition Summary
December 2021: 4, Whangarei A&P.
January 2022: 8, Peninsula, Duvauchelle; 14, Northern
Southland Community Shears, Lumsden; 15, Kaikohe A&P,
Wairoa A&P, Golden Bay A&P, New Zealand Crossbred Lamb
champs, Winton; 22, Tapawera Shears; 23, Horowhenua A&P;
29, Taihape A&P; 30, Geyserland Agrodome Shears.
February 2020: 4, Dannevirke A&P; 5, North Kaipara A&P,
Rangitikei Shearing Sports, Marton, Reefton Shears, Inangahua
A&P; 6, Aria Waitangi Day Sports; 12, Northern Wairoa A&P,
Te Puke A&P, Otago Shears, Balclutha; 18-19, Southern Shears,
Gore; 19, North Hokianga A&P, Ohura A&P, Murchison A&P;
20, Counties Shears, Pukekohe; 25, Taumarunui Shears; 26,
Apiti Sports, Kaikoura A&P; 27, Pahiatua Shears.
March 2020: 2, Wairarapa Pre-Shears, 3-5, Golden Shears,
Masterton; 5, Amuri A&P; 12, Kumeu A&P, Cheviot A&P,
Mayfield A&P; 19, Warkworth A&P, Waimarino Shears,
Methven Lamb Shears; 26, Waitomo Caves; 27, Flaxbourne
A&P; 31, New Zealand Championships, Te Kuiti.
April 2020: 1-2, NZ Shears (cont’d); 2, Oxford A&P; 15-16,
Royal Easter Show, Auckland; 18, MacKenzie Shears, Fairlie.

VACANCIES
VACANCIESAVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
FOR
QUALITY
SHEARERS
AND
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND
WOOLHANDLERS
WOOLHANDLERS
STARTINGIN
INMAINSHEAR,
MAINSHEAR,
STARTING
NOVEMBER 2021
NOVEMBER
2018
ALLENQUIRIES
ENQUIRIESTO
TO JOE
JOE OR
ALL
OR WIKI
WIKI
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The shed where Jack shore
By Des Williams
‘The old house is still standing
Though the paint is cracked and dry …’
And so too is the old woolshed at Ngutunui where Jack Dowd
shore his new world lamb record on 22 December 1977. The
shed has been moved to the other side of the road in the years
since Jack was there, but a plaque above the catching pen
door records his feat of shearing 637 Coopworth lambs in
nine hours. And just for good measure, Jack came back the
following day and finished off the mob of about 400 that were
left over. The previous record had stood for five years, 625 set
by Mark Boot at Poronui on 19 December 1972.
As (then) current holder of the nine-hour, ewe record, having
shorn 543 at Lochinver on 22 January 1974, Jack thus became
the first shearer to hold both ewe and lamb records at the same
time. He had also shorn an unofficial world record of 83 sheep
in one hour at Warkworth in 1976.
And still standing, tall and straight, just a couple of months
shy of his 100th birthday is the farmer and shed owner, Colin
Murray, who still lives on the western Waikato property. With
a handshake that even champion blade shearer Peter Casserly
would be proud to own, Colin invites the editor in for a chat
about ‘Jack’s Day’ and the part he himself played in this piece
of shearing history.
Jack’s association with the Murray farm began a couple of
years before the record attempt, Colin explains. Jack had been
shearing sheep on the property next door and Colin asked if
he could come and shear some sheep for him.
‘After doing my shearing for a couple of years Jack said if
he wanted to do a world record tally in future, this would be
the place to do it. He had been impressed with the sheep right
from the start. That knocked me back by surprise for a little
bit, but I soon told him I had no worries about that, and I did
have a beautiful line of Coopworth sheep at that time.
‘So, the day was set and word somehow soon got around the
district that the attempt was on, Colin recalls. ‘People came
from all around the region and beyond and both television
channels [then operating in New Zealand] came to record the
day. One cameraman got up in the rafters and was filming
everything from above. Film from the day appeared on the
television news.’
Colin Murray (Jnr) recalls the day was ‘A pretty big deal.’
The sheep were crutched the day before, prepared with just
a little bit of wool removed from the tail, nothing at all round

Kirkpatrick Shearing
Hawkes Bay
We’re looking for reliable shearers, woolhandlers
and pressers for main shear mid-November to 1st
February. Also winter shear, mid-May to mid-July.
Training will be available
Contact John Kirkpatrick or
Raylene Kirkpatrick on 021 887 843
kirkpatrickshearing@gmail.com

Top: The stand and plaque at Colin Murray’s Ngutunui
woolshed where Jack Dowd [inset] set his world lamb shearing
record on 2 December 1977. Above: Robert Hudson (left) and
Bill Richards – official world record judges (with Bill Priest).
the crutch. ‘Dad set everything up for him in the shed, nothing
needed changing and the day went well. It was a flat board and
Jack had his back to the catching pen.
‘From memory, only one sheep was disallowed from the
tally because Jack was such a tidy shearer. I think the last two
runs were on wether lambs because Dad didn’t have enough
ewe lambs to last the day.
‘Bill Richards (Waikato), Robert Hudson (Northland) and
Bill Priest (Pukekohe) were the official judges on the day and,
from memory, the rules allowed for five sheep to be left in the
pen before it could be filled again, Colin Jnr says. ‘Jack didn’t
do any special preparation or fitness work beforehand, the
way they do it now, but he knew the food would be fantastic
because Mum did it and she excelled herself that day!
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Top: The mob of Coopworth lambs waiting to be shorn.
Above: Colin Murray sitting on the baled wool at the end of
the momentous day.
‘I think the fastest he shore during the day was a lamb that
went out in 28 seconds. I remember watching him during the
day, he was such an efficient shearer and everything was going
so smoothly I thought the record would last forever.’
Colin Murray moved to the Ngutunui property in 1956.
The farm where he was brought up, owned by his father, was
at Koromatua, on the outskirts of Hamilton City, where the
majestic Mormon Temple has, for many years, overlooked the
surrounding countryside.
‘I was born there on 5 February 1922 and that’s where I
grew up. Much of the farm was flat and peat swamp with about
100 acres of good hill country. It wasn’t easy farming but we
learned a lot of things. Dad was always experimenting with
ways to make grass grow. The Department of Agriculture at
Ruakura was doing a lot of scientific work in those days and
would demonstrate their latest findings and techniques at field
days that would be attended by hundreds of farmers.’
Then, at the age of 18 years, Colin signed up to serve his
country in World War II. He joined the Army and was assigned
to 17 Platoon of the 24th Battalion. His service at home and
abroad lasted for five years, spent mainly in Italy. 24 Battalion
was formed in February 1940 and embarked for Egypt in
October that year.
‘We were fighting in Italy and when we got up north of
Florence, I was sent to the Royal Military College in Surrey,
England [Sandhurst] to do an officer training course, Colin
recalls. ‘I was a sergeant at the time and from there I came out
with a commission as Second lieutenant. I held that rank for
the remainder of the war. Those war years were grim times.
People today are under lockdown for a few weeks because of
Covid-19 and think they are hard done by.’
Colin’s parents were still on the farm when he came back
from the war but, gradually, he and his two brothers took over
running the farm.

Top: Colin Murray looks out over the land he has farmed since
1956. Inset: Second-Lieutenant Murray, 24 Battalion, Second
NZEF. Above: The two Colin Murray’s – father and son.
‘When Dad died, the farm was left to Mum and we three
brothers then bought it off her. Then in the mid-1950s the
Mormons started buying up the farms all around us and
eventually we were left with no option but to sell also. We
sold in 1956 and moved to the 400-acre property at Ngutunui.
‘Some time later I was able to add to the original block by
purchasing an adjoining area of Maori-owned land on the
other side of the road. It was about 50/50 good country and
gorse and scrub and there were about 40 owners to deal with
and that took some time. The rest of it we broke in with the
help of an old David Brown 990 tractor. More recently I put
about 100 acres of bush into a conservation covenant with the
Queen Elizabeth II National Trust and that is protected forever.
Colin Jnr spent some years during the 1970s shearing, and
then came back to the family farm in 1980. The original sheep
farm was converted into a dairy unit that he farmed. Colin
Snr kept the other side of the road as a sheep property and
the woolshed was moved across the road and reconstructed
exactly as per the original.
‘That’s what we wanted, to keep the shed as a standing
memorial to the piece of shearing history that Jack Dowd
created there back in December 1977.’ (See next page.)
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‘In fact, Dowd shore 638 lambs in the nine hours, but one
was not counted because he cut a hamstring. Had he cut any
others badly enough to warrent stitches or to remove a piece
of anatomy, these also would have been discounted.
‘During the day Dowd actually shore one lamb in 29 seconds
in an effort to get the gate [the catch] before the breakfast gong
sounded. ‘He got the gate and that gave him one additional
lamb for his two hour tally. The Wool Board judges were Bill
Priest of Pukekohe, Robert Hudson of Kaipara Flats and a gun
shearer of the 1930s, Bill Richards of Taupo.
‘Mark Boot was in the shed for part of the day and so also
was an old shearing mate of Bill Richards, Les Thompson
[Thomsen], who has written a booklet on gun shearers and
records of the past.
‘Les Thompson (sic) shore sheep all over New Zealand and
in Australia. It was he who encouraged Bill Richards to have
a go for a Wolseley Medal in 1934. Bill won the medal, only
one of 10 issued, by beating the required total of 320 sheep
in a day with a tally of 344 using the stipulated Wolsely gear,
which featured a handpiece considerably narrower than those
used today.’
The Courier reported that Jack’s father, Mr P O Dowd, who
also farms at Ngutunui, was among the first to congratulate
him. ‘Jack is one of the partners in his father’s farm but he is
shearing full time and lives with his family at Cambridge.’

And the local newspaper, Te Awamutu Courier, was
also there the day Jack (pictured above) shore his record at
Ngutunui, publishing the following account on 6 December
1977:
‘A world record of 637 lambs shorn in nine hours, 12 more
than the previous record held by Mark Boot, is being claimed
by gun shearer Jack Dowd. The 25-year-old man shore the
lambs in Mr CA Murray’s shed on Friday [2 December 1977]
under the watchful eye of three NZ Wool Board judges, who
were able to substantiate the claim.’
The Courier reported Dowd’s effort meant he now held
three world shearing records, the others being the nine-hour
ewe shearing record of 543 set in 1974 and the one hour record
of 83 hoggets (86 with three d’q’d) shorn the previous year.
Dowd was required to pay $100 to the Wool Board to make
an official attempt on the record.
‘The day started sharp at 5 a.m. and Jack put in a solid two
hours shearing 143 lambs at a rate of one every 50.3 seconds
before breakfast.
‘He then put in four more bursts of one and three-quarter
hours each, shearing 126, 127, 123 and 118 in each successive
run. He had shorn 396 lambs before lunch, when he was
reckoned to be 20 in front of Mark Boot’s tally at that time.
The record then appeared to be in sight. It seemed fairly certain
when he had 519 behind him at the afternoon tea gong.
‘Then he had a cold wash, changed his singlet, had a cold
drink, sharpened his blades and combs and was ready and
waiting for the last 105 minute burst.
‘Throughout the day the judges kept half hour tallies and
also graded the standard of shearing. If it had fallen below 30
points out of 50 he would have been disqualified. As it was, he
averaged between 34.5 and 32.75 and the judges pronounced
the lambs well shorn.
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Workplace bullying
By Jills Angus Burney
There comes a point when each of us involved in the New
Zealand shearing industry needs to find the courage to
challenge and correct harmful behaviour.
Mythologising the industry as some last bastion of the macho
worker, where anything goes and bullying and confrontational
behaviour is rife, doesn’t work in a modern world. Workers
are less likely to tolerate the breadth of behaviour that is the
continuum of bullying. The topic of toxic behaviour comes
up frequently on social media chat pages.
In a modern world, certainly for the past twenty years,
workplaces like society in general, have become places
where the tolerance of misbehaviour, violence and abuse has
significantly changed. To some extent, employers raising the
bar on the tolerance of misbehaviour to both persons and
animals was driven by the introduction of the Health and
Safety at Work Act (HSAW Act) in 2015. From then, unlike
beforehand when only the company entity was accountable,
the employer or event organisers can now be personally
charged, sued and held responsible for injuries and harm in
the workplace or at sports events.
As on a wider scale farming grapples with animal rights
campaigners and activists spotlighting examples of animal
abuse. Shearing work and competitions are also caught up in
controversies around interpersonal behaviour to both other
people and animals. What was tolerated in the past eras in
regard to cruelty to people and animals is no longer tolerated.
When the HSAW law changed six years ago it was all
encompassing across society. This meant that the liability
for actions causing harm includes volunteer organisations like
A&P shows and even parish or church committees are covered.
So, volunteers running shearing shows or social events where
harm is caused can also be held individually liable. All of this
raises the bar on wool industry leaders’ obligations and duties
to intervene against bad behaviour and misconduct.
Bullying is repeated and unreasonable behaviour directed
towards a worker or a group of workers or competitors that
can cause physical or mental harm. Bullying can be physical,
verbal, psychological or social. This may include victimising,
humiliating, intimidating or threatening a person. Sexual
harassment and abuse and racial abuse are also whole other
areas of misconduct.
A single or occasional incident of insensitive or rude
behaviour towards another person isn’t considered workplace
bullying, but it could become more serious and shouldn’t be
ignored.
Bullying can happen not just between managers and staff,
but also among co-workers, contractors, customers, clients or
visitors, competitors and event officials.
Employers and persons conducting all manner of events have
legal obligations to make sure that workers and participants
are healthy and safe at work or at the event. This includes
managing the risks of bullying or other misconduct.
Civil legal challenges relate to the application of the harm
in the workplaces where it doesn’t have to meet criminal
standards. However, criminal charges can arise from both
work places and sports or social events. Both civil and criminal
investigative processes can operate at the same time.
Under the HSAW Act bullying and stress caused by one

person to another person is covered. The application of these
rules, like those governing domestic violence, is raising the
bar and resulting in more frequent claims of what is deemed
inappropriate conduct.
Typical examples relate to leading woolhandlers reducing
learners to tears on the board, shearers deliberately physically
barging woolhandlers or other shearers, workers bringing their
personal or domestic conflict to the woolshed or sports events
and inflicting those dramas on their partners or colleagues, or
other competitors or officials.
Verbal abuse ranges from the high tolerance of swearing in
most woolsheds, to the subtle and not so subtle sledging and
banter between workers. Underlying the problems reported
is that one person’s tolerance is not necessarily another’s
tolerance, so what you might label banter may significantly
differ for my interpretation. Your funny joke at another
person’s expense is likely, their embarrassment or humiliation.
And it’s not that people are more sensitive than ever before.
Unwelcome or inappropriate conduct is more complicated
than just the use of swear words or a display of anger. It is
combination of manipulative or undermining language that
some people choose to put other people down, or physical
behaviour that is threatening AND not recognising that the
conduct is inappropriate behaviour. It is the lack of insight
as to how words and actions harm others, that causes the
consequential conflict.                                          (To page 21.)
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All of that is complicated by the range of people who
work in the woolsheds, and the normalising of abuse in
their upbringings or primary households. Often workers are
bringing their individual lack of insight to the workplace or
sports event.
Shearing is not special nor are the people exempt from
these duties.  Shearing people and events do not have different
rules that apply to its workplaces or sports venues. This
responsibility is not just the responsibility of employers with
their manager’s hats on, or wool classers or gangers or shearing
sports officials.  
It relates to those with the influence to create safe working
environments to do so by not dismissing or trivialising
complaints, to each of us as individuals witnessing such
behaviour having the courage and safety to identify and
challenge the abuse and oppose workplace bullying. It means
the leadership of the industry speaking out about not tolerating
individuals bringing their domestic or drug or alcohol fuelled
violence to our workplaces, woolsheds and competitions.

From page 8)
In 2003/04 Allan was the Manager for the New Zealand
Shearing for the trans-Tasman Test Series. This was certainly
a highlight for him. The team, made up of David Fagan, James
Fagan, Barry Taylor Tom Fleming and Waina Peneha didn’t
win in Australia (Esperance) but they managed to square the
series at Golden Shears.
Rugby also played a big part in Allan’s life during his
younger years. He was a part of the Kurow Rugby Team which
won the Citizens Shield in 1976 – this was a first for the Club in
the history of the shield. The Club also won the shield in 2021
for the first time since 1982 – and the afore-mentioned Dave
Parker’s son, Hayden Parker played a large part in securing
the victory by 24 points to 13. In the later years, Allan’s main
sporting interest has been golf and it’s a game he loves with a
passion. (A trait common to most golfers!)
Allan still likes to keep an eye on the New Zealand shearing
scene. He was involved with the New Zealand Spring Shears
at Waimate for many years and is now a Life Member of that
committee. He was very proud to be a part of the shearing sports
scene, even though it was sometimes difficult to juggle work and
sporting commitments together.
He is full of praise for the work the present committee has
achieved with Warren White at the helm, bringing the show
back to a two-day event and incorporating the New Zealand
winter comb title. He says the new, purpose-built shearing pavilion is a credit to the hard work and enterprise of the Society.
(Chas Williams)

New Zealand Corriedale Shearing Championships,
Christchurch, 11/12 November 2021:
Shearing
Open final (12 sheep): Angus Moore, Seddon, 55.6 1; Tony
Coster, Rakaia, 56.47 2l Aaron Haynes, Feilding, 56.81 3; Leon
Samuels, Invercargill, 59.11 4; Nathan Stratford, Invercargill,
59.40 5; Willy McSkimming, Oamaru, 63.70 6.
Open Plate (8 sheep): Luis Pincol, Chile, 49.72 1; David Gordon,
Masterton, 50.96 2; Duncan Leslie, Owaka, 51.02 3; Lyall
Windleburn, Rangiora, 53.01 4; Toko Hapuku, Methven, 53.12
5; Sarah Hewson, Blenheim, 57.27 6.
Senior final (8 sheep): Russell Ratima, Piopio, 57.48 1; Brayden
Clifford, Waikaka, 57.68 2; Taare Edwards, Ashburton, 56.81 3;
Adam Gordon, Masterton, 58.72 4; Josh Quinn, Seddon, 65.44
5; Alice Watson, Blenheim, 65.65 6.
Intermediate final (5 sheep): Reuben King, Rangiora, 51.15 1; Above: Allan Shephard at Golden Shears 2004 with the winning
Blake Crooks, Timaru, 52.12 2; Timo Hicks, Nelson, 53.8 3; woolhandling combination, Tom Fleming and Waina Peneha.
Chase Rattray, Ashburton, 62,71 4; Savvy Taitoko, Piopio, 65.99
5; Jzon Brass, Hamilton, 66.46 6.
Junior final (3 sheep): Josh Devane, Taihape, 42.43 1; Tyrell
Miller, 55.95 2; Emma Martin, Gore, 59.57 3; Foonie Waihape,
Alexandra, 61 99 4; Robin Krause, Germany, 71.91 5; Lydia
Thomson, Rangiora, 74.22 6.
TEL 06 835 9571 or 021 423 886 (Brendan)
Canterbury All Breeds Circuit (12 sheep): Troy Pyper, Cheviot,
57.5 1; Luis Pincol, Chile, 57.8 2; Lyall Windleburn, Rangiora,
Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz
58.42 4; Shaun Burgess, Ashburton, 64.96 5; Dave Brooker,
Oxford, 71.42 6.
New Zealand Golden Blades (4 sheep): Allan Oldfield, Lower
Hutt, 47.43 1; Tony Dobbs, Fairlie, 57.61 2; Tim Hogg, Timaru,
59.62 3; Phil Oldfield, Geraldine, 61.52 4; Shaun Burgess,
Ashburton, 122.97 5.
Woolhandling:
Open final: Joel Henare, Gisborne, 185.63 1; Pagan Karauria,
Alexandra, 214.244 2; Nova Kumeroa Elers, Mataura, 245.88 3.
Senior final: Charis Morrell, Alexandra, 215.406 1; Tamara
Permanent positions for quality shearers and shedhands
Marshall, Tuakau, 243.48 2; Krome Elers, Mataura, 251.156 3.
Junior final: Jess Rose Toa, Ashburton, 110.818 1; Emma Martin,
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Gore, 265.032 2; Trish Booth, Christchurch, 366.95 3.

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER
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Ernie Slow – gun shearer and poet
By Marty Braithwaite
Take the main road to the Mackenzie
For the sky that seldom leaks
And if you’re one who’s fond of shearing
Just come along to Godley Peaks
Ernie Slow’s ballad, The Fatman and the Beerman, may have
been in some sense autobiographical; a gun shearer smelling
of booze, being cussed for ‘shearing bloody last’ but racing to
be ‘the blooming gun’, and, after a day’s work, ‘reciting verse
to a well-oiled audience’ while ‘lubricating the cracks in his
skin’ in a nearby bar.
It was through the MacKenzie Country that Ernie Slow
mostly worked; a blade man with a dislikeable disposition,
plagued with chronic alcoholism but paradoxically considered
an extraordinary poet. Such was his gift with words, some
reckon he might have become known as New Zealand’s Banjo
Paterson had he been the right kind of man.
While Ernie’s verse may have been described as out of
this world, his general oratory left something to be desired.
“He was a bit uncouth at times”, said fellow blade legend Les
Richards. The universal ‘99’ call signalling that a woman
was close at hand and requiring the modification of language
made no difference to Ernie. “He would say whatever he liked,
and it didn’t endear him to the public. He wasn’t a man you
could take to”.
Modesty wasn’t a strong point. In 1921, Ernie placed an
advertisement in the Timaru paper challenging any shearer
to beat him. The 100 pounds bet wasn’t taken up, so Ernie
headed to Mt Cook Station to challenge crack shearer Charlie
Smith for the top stand. He couldn’t head Smith off, but rather
than admit defeat he pulled out and walked away. He was
temperamental, recalled Jack Scott, who was shepherding at
Mt Cook at the time and later went on to own Godley Peaks
where Ernie shore for many years.

All year round work available for
experienced and reliable staff on our
local and stay out runs. Fine wool
shedhands required from start August
until end October.
Quality accommodation available.
Friendly and safe working
environments.
For enquiries call Joel on
0274 075 531
fostershearing@xtra.co.nz

Twenty-three-year-old Fairlie-based blade shearer Ernie
Slow, pictured when he enlisted in the New Zealand Army in
August 1914 (S/N 10/178) (and inset as older man). Ernie served
with the 17th Ruahini Company of the Wellington Infantry
Battalion (having joined up while working at Masterton) and
sailed for Egypt in October 1914 with 1317 other men and 215
horses after completing his training at Awapuni. After further
training in Egypt under famed Commander, Lt-Col William
Malone, Ernie and his comrades landed at Gallipoli on 25
April 1915. On 8 May he was injured by a gunshot wound
to the right thigh and removed from the front to recuperate.
Rejoining the unit in August, he received a similar injury in
the same leg and was eventually transferred back to New
Zealand, arriving Port Chalmers on 26 October 1915. He was
discharged from the army on 17 May 1916, being considered
medically unfit for further service. Ernie’s two brothers,
Ballance and Frederick also served, the latter dying of wounds
received during the Battle of the Somme (October 1916). Ernie
resumed his shearing career in the Wairarapa and by 1928
was back living at Fairlie.
There were no sheep Ernie claimed he couldn’t get a hundred
in, according to Les Richards, until he got to Mt Algidus
where he put his failure to crack the ton down to the amount of
wind-blown shingle and grit in the fleeces. “Bloody sculptors
get thousands for carving things out of rock, we get a lousy
4 or 6 pence trying to carve a sheep out of this stuff,” Ernie
complained.
Ernie’s objections were ignored so, to make a point, “he
finished one sheep, picked up the fleece and says, ‘now have
a look at the bastard’, and threw the fleece right over one
of the other shearers. There was stones and shingle flying
everywhere,” Les Richards chortled.
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(From Page 22)
Ernie took pride in being first off the board at the end of a
run and to the cookhouse, but woe betide if the meal wasn’t
up to scratch. “If the egg was overdone, he would just get up
and slop the whole darn breakfast into the kitchen sink,” said
Jack Scott.
Similarly, Les Richards described Ernie’s table manners as
‘Absolutely piggish. He’d even turn a shearer off his food,’ he
said. ‘I used to sit opposite for meals, God you’d see everything
he was eating, oh blow, so I had to shift to the other side,
alongside him so I didn’t have to watch him eat.’
There were those who did their darndest to get Ernie back on
the straight and narrow, but to no avail, said Jack Scott. That
included Ernie’s brother Ballance who took out a prohibition
order only to have Ernie retaliate by setting fire to his house.
Almost predictably, Ernie’s story ended tragically. After
coming home one night, presumably the worse for drink, he
put food on the range and promptly drifted off to sleep and in
the ensuing fire, his Fairlie cottage was burnt to the ground.
Ernie never awoke.
Fittingly, the last words then belong to another Fairlie poet,
Edith Williams, who described Ernie as drinking his fill, not
of water, but from a brew of the devil’s daughter.
Ernie Slow died in 1960 at the age of 70. The story of his
life, along with his published poems, can be found in Ballad
of Ernie Slow by Noel Guthrie, Plow and Pickle Press, 2013.

Knights of the Blades

Now these be the rules of each blade shearing shed
And prior to each start let ‘em all be read,
That ringers of gangs of knights of the blades
May know what it’s like when trumps are spades.

Footnote: Like Les Richards (see Shearing November 2020),
Ernie Slow was also an accomplished cyclist (belying his
surname!), finishing second in the 1911 staging of the annual
Timaru to Christchurch Classic.

First, all good sheep shall be put in one pen,
And crutched and bellied for slow shearer men,
And guns be given cobblers to shear,
And never allowed a gun to swear.
And when voting sheep to be wet or dry
All counts to be taken by Nugget and I;
And just to us two given the say
When starts and stops should be made each day.
Sandy-backed wethers to go to the guns,
To us, the ewes and clean pointed ones,
And any gun who gets dragging the chain
Be dumped in the dags, and made to explain;
And the ringer, if he starts making a fuss,
Be sent down the board to barrow for us;
At smokos, first bun and first cup of tea,
Be gently handed to Nugget and me.
And Nugget and I, just us two alone,
Be always given first use of the stone;
And then when it comes to cut-out day
We, first of the gang to receive our pay,
And passed a bottle of the best to try,
For we’ll be drummers, will Nugget and I.
(Lester Masters, Hawkes Bay, 1894-1961)

Drunk Driver

Busy North Canterbury run
Clean, reliable staff wanted
Mainshear November-April
Pre-lamb May-September
New client enquiries welcome

Phone Mike Morgan

021 251 7742
mike091@windowslive.com
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Above: Caleb Makuch, Logan Styles and Shane Dennison at
Foxdown Station, North Canterbury, September 2021.

Above: Andrew Brown and his team, based at Inglewood. Top
left: Andrew changing his gear. Top right: Baby Brown sure
gets around – was at the NZ Contractors’ conference at New
Plymouth back in May. Now taking in the sights and sounds
of the workplace. Above: Back left: Rawiri Biddle, Andrew
Brown and Michael Fabish. Front left: Ellie Swainson and
Sharon Hunter-Swainson.

Above: One of our (sometimes) American contributors to
Shearing magazine, Hilary Gietzen of Minot, North Dakota, a
city of near-50,000 people with its own air force base and ‘rich
aviation history’. As pilot of his own single-engine plane that
has taken him to distant shearing sheds for much of his adult
life, we might say that Hilary has made his own contribution
to that history. From the photo above (taken from Facebook)
it is obvious Hilary is well used to getting about on another
single-engine converyance. (We won’t go into how he qualifies
for a disability parking sticker!)
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Above: Australian shearers at the New Zealand Merino Shears, Alexandra, in 1963.
From left: Ian Kneen (Longreach, Queensland); John McEvoy (Sydney, NSW); Des
Hennessy (Alexandra-based); Harry Wallington (Merridin, WA); Marshall Macklin
(Shepparton, Vic). Kneen won the Open championship in 1963 and 1964. McEvoy
was fourth placed finalist in 1964. (Ian Kneen photo collection)

Above: Elite Wool Industry Training
– Research and Development Meeting
2021: Back row left: Rose Puha,
Beau Guelfi, Jenny Harraway, Aaron
Haynes, Tina Rimene, Robyne Murray,
Pagan Karauria, Paerata Abraham,
Noel Handley, Mark Herlihy, Russell
Knight, Ringakaha Paewai, Kelly
Macdonald, Tom Wilson. Front left:
Gavin Rowland, Brittany Tibble, Amy
Ferguson, Maryanne Baty, Candy
Hiri, Jimmy Samuels, Tama Niania,
Joel Henare, Cushla Abraham, Alan
‘Bimbo’ Bramley, Dion Morrell. Absent
from photo: Ant Frew, Eli Cummings,
Bernadette Forde, Catherine Mullooly,
Dean Redman, Phil Wedd, Norm
Harraway, La Mer Tohiariki, Ataneta
Puna, Angus Moore.

Above: Ready when you are, Jacinda.
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Southern Institute of Technology
NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATE IN WOOL TECHNOLOGY AND CLASSING
“This course is a must for anyone wanting to go further in the wool industry.”
Craig Smith, Chairman, National Council of New Zealand Wool Interests
“I firmly believe that wool has a bright future. This course will take you places.”
Bruce Abbott, Registered Wool Classer, New Zealand Wool Classers Association

The New Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology and Classing is a two-year, part-time, distance learning
programme for people interested in the production, preparation, and processing of wool in New Zealand.
You can study in the comfort of your own home and attend a one-week block course. Once you have
successfully completed the Certificate you will be offered automatic entry into the New Zealand Wool
Classers Association.
Who should do the course?
Anyone wanting to improve their knowledge of wool and the wool industry and enhance their employment
prospects will find the New Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology and Classing extremely valuable.
Students come from a wide variety of backgrounds: wool handlers, farmers, wool brokers, wool merchants,
wool exporters, wool scourers, meat companies, and people working in wool testing, marketing, and processing
have all completed this NZQA-approved qualification.

Wool Technology

How is the programme run?
The Certificate is a two-year, part time programme consisting of four (4) courses taught extramurally
through study guides and assignments. The courses are:

• Wool Value Chain (15 credits)
rse is delivered
Wool Classification (20 credits)
urses •available
•
Working in the Wool Industry (15 credits)
th Island.
•

Woolshed Management (10 credits)

ions ofWeek-long
interestPractical
for: Block Courses are held in both the South Island (mid-May) and North Island (midAugust).

Scheme (Level 4)
How much does the course cost?
The course is Fees Free for NZ citizens and residents thanks to the Government’s (TTAF) Targeted Training
and Apprenticeship Fund.
How do you register for the course?
Applications for enrolment are open now so don’t delay! Enroll through Southern Institute of Technology
Telford Campus www.sit.ac.nz or for more information contact:

Laurie Boniface			
Richard Gavigan
Freephone: 0800 200 009
06 376 6599 (Home)
Mobile: 027 433 8925
Mobile: 027 433 8925
Email: laurie.boniface@sit.ac.nz
Mobile: 027 376 0005
lford@sit.ac.nz
Email: gavigan@xtra.co.nz
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2021-2022 Strategy Released

The Campaign for Wool NZ (CfW)
released its strategy for 2021-2022 in
August and is already making good
progress with its implementation, says
CfW chairman, Tom O’Sullivan.
The Strategy’s Vision: Looking to
the future, our vision is for every bale
of New Zealand wool to be made into
profitable, sustainable woollen products.
These products will be sold at a premium
price to people who care about the future
of our planet.
In the longer-term, Tom O’Sullivan
says that once consumers understand the
intrinsic benefits of wool, choosing wool
(over synthetic products) will become a
life-long, conscious decision.
‘The trick is to talk to the right people
in the right way to create a groundswell
of demand. While it’s crucial we get a
long-term strategy in place – and we are
working on this – creating and delivering
this type of transformational plan takes
time. With the wool industry already on
its knees, the time to act is now.’
Tom says the shorter-term strategy
will be implemented over the next 12 to
18 months. ‘Not only will this deliver
immediate traction, it will set us up for the
exponential growth and industry change
we envisage over ther next decade.’

Phone: 027 862 3424
We’re looking for friendly &
reliable people who like to take
pride in their work.
Our busiest times are main
shear (late Nov to early Feb) and
second shear (late April to early
July), but we love to hear from
keen people at any time.
We have positions for shearers,
woolhandlers and woolpressers.
Top pay rates, transport and
food supplied. Accommodation
available.

Call or text to book in and
“Get Shearin’ with Kieran!”

Tom O’Sullivan, Campaign for Wool
(NZ) Chairman.
About the Campaign
The Campaign for Wool NZ was
established in October 2010 by His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
It is a global initiative that aims to
highlight wool as a fibre that is an
eco-friendly, comfortable, fashionable
and durable option to cheaper and
more disposable alternatives. As New
Zealand is a country founded on sheep
farming, creating strategic direction for
the growth of wool is as natural as the
fibre itself.
Core Purpose
‘The Campaign for Wool NZ is dedicated
to influencing conscientious consumers
all over the globe to buy sustainablygrown New Zealand wool products.
‘Our growers are the ‘beating heart’ of
the New Zealand wool industry. It is our
endeavour to help increase the value of
wool from the end consumer all the way
back to the farm gate.’
Strategic Priorities
1 Communication and Education
2 Digital advancement
3 Insight development
4 Strengthen partnerships
Some people are so poor, all they
have is money. (Attrib. Patrick
Meagher/Bob Marley)
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Implementing Plans for Change
Tom O’Sullivan says the CFWNZ
is taking a two-pronged approach to
creating change. 1: the consumer: by
increasing global demand for New
Zealand wool at premium price-points
– first in New Zealand, then globally. 2:
the industry, by supporting an increase
in wool prices to create and maintain
commercial viability and sustainability.
‘Growing consumer demand for
woollen products is only one part of
the solution. We also need to ensure we
support and develop the industry to drive
value back through the supply chain to
the grower. If there’s no industry, there’s
no need to grow consumer demand.’
Putting the consumer plan into action
will include consumer usage and attitude
studies, Wool in schools development,
website redevelopment, digital marketing
and a public awareness campaign ‘Live
naturally choose wool’ through social
media platforms and paid media.
Putting the Industry plan into action
will focus on increasing partnerships
through brand and resource portals,
market insight development, sustainable
fibre partnerships, and ‘influencing
influencers’ to promote wool in
architecture through design tools, trade
incentives, a push for more wool in
government buildings and ‘webinars’.
And how did it come to all this?
Sheep numbers in New Zealand have
plummeted from 57 million in 1990, to
26 million in 2020.
By value, wool exports have fallen by
66% since 1990, from $1.3 billion to just
$432 million in 2020. The good news
is that, since the onset of the Covid-19
pandemic, consumers in many parts of the
world have become increasingly sensitive
to the harmful impact of synthetic fibres
on the ecosystem. (Who hasn’t seen
those images of ‘plastic islands’ floating
in our oceans?) More people are looking
for ways to bring natural fibre into their
homes and apparel.
CfWNZ Trustees
Tom O’Sullivan, chairman.
Sandra Faulkner, grower.
Craig Smith, Devold of Norway.
Richard Kells, Kells Wool.
Rick Powdrell, grower.
Phillipa Wright MNZM, Wright Wool.
Ryan Cosgrove, Observer, Carrfields.
‘A team of passionate professionals
with solid wool backgrounds across
brokerage, business development,
grower, agri-business, manufacture and
retail sectors.’

Recalling Mickey’s Epic Day in 1993
By Des Williams
Inside the head
Alan MacDonald’s long journey toward a new lamb shearing
record started on 22 December 1992, the day David Fagan
forced 810 lambs out of the porthole of Alan Shallard’s
Riversdale wool shed, in Southland.
Fagan that day erased MacDonald’s own 805 from the books.
Nothing new in that, the pair had taken turns at the record since
1985, with all but the Southland chapter written at Waitanguru,
western King Country, in Donnelly’s woolshed.
MacDonald did not begrudge his mate and great rival the
new mark. He knows records are made to be broken, and
sooner or later someone will, no matter the tally, target or
time. It was just that his 805, shorn in December 1990, had not
been a totally satisfying performance, at least by his own high
standards. ‘It was a great day, make no mistake, but it wasn’t
quite perfect. I felt with all my training and preparation, that
day should have produced 815,’ MacDonald reflected later.
‘I’m sure I could have done that many, but there were just a
few too many big lambs in the mob.’
Fagan, at Shallard’s woolshed, had come back from the
long gone, buried and forgotten at lunchtime, shore 329 in
the afternoon and battled, as only the champion can, to 810.
Faced with a struggle to 815 or better in those same
circumstances, chances are David would not have made it.
The record might, just might have been, still MacDonald’s. If
he’d had the perfect day.
The perfection sought had been denied by the change in
lambs from earlier records at the property. That 1990 flock
carried more Romney influence in the sheep, instead of the
previous, faster shearing Coopworths. Good for the farmer,
but not so good for the shearer, with an extra blow required
along the top of the back leg between crutch and undermine.
‘When you’re averaging about 35 blows per lamb, that extra
one on 805 must have cost me quite a few,’ Alan calculated.
All the ifs and buts were left behind after Fagan’s hard slog
at Riversdale. MacDonald’s mind, if not yet his body, set to
thinking about regaining the record. Thinking about putting
together a day’s shearing which had to be 99.9 percent perfect
in all aspects to ensure success.
Alan’s own work commitments prevented him being at
Riversdale to witness the attack on his mark. He felt keenly,
being unable to maintain that convention with shearing

GRANT MURDOCH SHEARING
Kurow (Member NZSCA)
Positions available for reliable, experienced finewool
shearers and shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to end of
October.
Great working environment, accommodation available,
top pay rates, meals and transport provided.

For all enquiries call Grant on 0274 307 678
or office 03 4360436
gmurdochshearing@xtra.co.nz

Above: Alan ‘Mickey’ MacDonald in full flight, chasing down
the new world record at Waitanguru on 20 December 1993.
record attempts, where the champion turns up to support the
challenger. If possible.
But still, mentally gearing toward December 1993 began the
day MacDonald knew the record was no longer his. A far cry
from the glory days of the 1970s when, as John Fagan recalls
his own build up towards the first 700. ‘Training for a record
back then meant giving up the grog for about three weeks and
cutting back on the cigarettes. For a while the record was being
broken every other week. You didn’t have time to prepare your
body for the next one!’
MacDonald started physically preparing his body for the
next one in August. He knew from the 1990 tilt his body would
recover within a day of being put through the unimaginable
ordeal, provided the preparation was thorough.
Te Kuiti fitness expert Bruce Reeves recalls the difference in
approach between the two attempts: ‘Mickey came to me for
gym work before his 1990 record but it was only for a couple
of weeks prior to the day. That was too little, too late, to be of
any real benefit to him. I’m not certain that he actually took
the idea too seriously back then.
‘Still, he got that record with 805 and he learned a hell of
a lot about physical conditioning possibilities in the process.
This time, he came to the gym four months ahead, starting
with three or four nights a week and building to just about
every night over the last couple of weeks.’
Months of road work and thousands of training kilometres
precede any thoughts of a fast marathon. There is, quite simply,
no other page in the recipe book. The nine hours at sub-39
second pace for lamb shearing world records requires similar
dedication, similar ‘road work’ before the big day. You get
out what you put in.
By now, MacDonald knew exactly what had to be put
in. Those intense workouts with Bruce Reeves, developing
the right muscles for a nine-hour speed shear. Weights and
repetitions, bench presses, back strengtheners, pull downs,
sit-ups, squats, repetitions and more repetitions designed not
for bulk, but for strength.
‘Mickey worked very hard at the programme set out for him,
and each session would end with a massage. It’s very much
a matter of the athlete listening to his body and adjusting the
workload to suit,’ Bruce says.
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Between the shearing and the gym, single-mindedly
thinking fitness. Combining work with training. Running not the most pleasurable of recreational pursuits MacDonald
admits, but a vital addition to other stamina building exercises
‘I didn’t do any running on the roads, but getting around the
farm, I quite often left the farm bike in the shed and hot-footed
it around the paddocks.’
And shearing, shearing always with the mind focused on
eye-hand coordination, blows placed precisely where they had
to go. No second chances, no second cuts, keeping the comb
as full as the smaller bodied lambs will allow. Thirty false
strokes in a day adds up to one less set of four legs in the count
out pen. You only have to beat a record by one.
After nine hours of busting your gut, it might come down to
just one. Southlands Pera Davies discovered that, at Etalvale
station. In January 1991 he missed a share of Neil St. George’s
then world ewe shearing record of 605, by one. St. George
himself had taken the record at Brunel peaks from another
Southlander, Stephen Dodds, by one.
MacDonald’s own 805 on lambs, less than a month before
Davies’ valiant effort, beat Fagan’s 803 by one and a few
additional seconds – just enough to grab the catch.
Shearing in the shed, visualising the pain to be endured
during the last run, denying the fatigue, anticipating the flood
of relief, suppressing the desire to cry with ecstasy when the
finish line hovers insight, when you realise you’re going to
make it, when it’s all over.
And shearing at the shows, making some finals, applying the
hectic pace for a cameo taste of what you will soon demand
of yourself (not to mention your wife, family, friends and
associates) for nine hours.
Going to Whakatane in October, the first North Island show
of the season. Dig Balme’s in the final too, you’ll have to hustle,
you don’t get a chance when Dig’s in business.

Like to come shearing in the sunny Hawkes Bay?
We have jobs available from mid-May to end of
September and mid-October through to March
for seasonal staff.
If you’d like to move here to live we have
permanent positions available for the right
people. All you need is a good work ethic and
your gear.
Accommodation available.

Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553
www.shearingnz.co.nz

Above: The outside pens at lunchtime. ‘Just need to shear
another 303 and the job is done!’
A couple of weeks later, a thousand kilometres South, to all
Oamaru and Waimate. You make both finals again, a further
taste of life in the fast lane. Then it’s west, for an Aussie
interlude, to Warrnambool – another final, another win.
All these preliminary chapters, MacDonald knows, lie
within his control. If he misses a night at the gym, only he
has a price to pay in the end. If he takes the bike out the back
of the farm instead of the running shoes only his stamina
bank will head into overdraft. If the shed and sport shearing
in those vital weeks and months are not used for training the
mind and body to go fast with the handpiece, he’ll be left alone
to contemplate his fail... but champions do not have that word
in their vocabulary.
Meanwhile, many factors have to fall into place without too
much help from the shearer. Lambs born at the right time, good
spring growing conditions, good wool growth to meet the 0.9
kg minimum requirement for world record purposes before
the body weight and size get away.
And selecting the lambs to be shorn, the most precise part
of the whole operation. Not a job to be done alone, but King
Country shearers Mike Barnett, David Fagan, Bruce Marshall
and Alan’s brother, Ross MacDonald… they’ve seen a few
sheep in their time, and shorn a few. They don’t need to be
asked twice to help pick out 850 or so from the Donnelly estate
and Whiritoa Station blocks.
And while all that is going on, assembling and briefing the
team of helpers, anticipating problems that might occur on
the day and developing contingency plans; preparing combs,
cutters and handpieces.
Maintaining the demanding fitness regime, anxious reading
of weather reports in the days before, getting sheep undercover
and keeping them dry, hoping for warm conditions on the day.
In a King Country climate, where anything is possible.
And then it’s Friday – very close to Monday. A quiet, final
workout in the shed, 500 lambs shorn, the prelim to three days
of stuffing the body full of carbohydrate foods. Carbo-loading
the secret to sustained effort over a short period. If you can
call nine hours a short period.
Inside the shed
Like children impatient for the arrival of Santa Claus, 40
or more people make their way in darkness to Waitanguru
before 5:00am, anxious to see if this will be Christmas
Day come early for Alan MacDonald. Raindrops on the
windscreen heading towards Mairoa send the mind whirling,
but thankfully, it’s a brief intrusion.
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‘Congenial’ best describes the atmosphere in the minutes
leading up to the appointed hour – an edge of tension, yes,
but relaxation too, and anticipation. While most of the early
onlookers try in vain to imagine the ordeal this man is about to
impose upon his body, three in the room know precisely. John
Fagan, David Fagan and MacDonald himself. Three ‘800’ men.
The inexpert imaginings pale beside the graphic insight from
David Fagan. As shed judge and referee Lex Jury, precisely on
the dot at 5:00am let’s the challenger loose to wrench open the
catching pin door, Fagan visibly shudders. ‘God, I feel sorry
for this poor buggar!’
MacDonald’s wife, Debbie, and his former Piopio contractor
boss, Bruce Marshall take station on the floor, beside the
shining white catching pen door. They want that springloaded,
hinged piece of timber to open and slam shut at least 820 times
before five o’clock this afternoon.
Bruce and Debbie have their perfect day mapped out on
a lamb-by-lamb schedule, and stop watches in hand, poised
to record running time and individual lamb shearing time.
They’ve allowed their man a meagre 38.8 seconds per lamb,
and built in extra moments for cutter changes, drinks and new
combs, as required. They know what’s ahead, they’ve been this
way before. But it’s this time that counts now, not last time.
Everyone agrees, just getting started, that’s the hard part.
The 100 metre sprinter can warm up and practice those
lightning bursts from the blocks until hearts content before the
starter’s gun. Once the wool weights have been confirmed for
a world shearing record attempt – at least the day before – the
rules prevent any sheep being shorn in that shed until the nine
hours have started ticking.
Getting started, hitting that 38-second pace right from the
bell, tossing 20, 40 50 sheep out the door in even time. A
difficult, nervous phase, getting mind and muscle settled to
the rhythm of the day.
MacDonald’s first 20 take 13 minutes 23 seconds. Not quite
on the pace, but close enough. Bruce Marshall calls the first
cutter change at 23. It’s done, quickly, efficiently, like thousands
of other times in his life before today, but the precious seconds
flitter by.
Forty lambs have gone in 26.21, and overt use of the
calculator confirms the average is coming down if only by
minuscule, decimal fractions of seconds. Mickey is safely
on his way and the anxious faces in the shed, ever increasing
in number, move back from the edge of their seats, to better
enjoy the spectacle.

The test batsman on 49 takes extra precaution. Fifty is a
recognised milestone, marking both technical and physical
skill. The bowler and fielder exert extra pressure, challenging
the batsman’s right to advance his score by the all-important
single.
Mickey has an oops on 49. A ‘surgical’ or stitch job on the
first hind leg. These things can pass almost unnoticed by
spectators at 38 seconds per lamb, but a discreet nod of the
head by referee Lex Jury, and a quick rattle on the rump as the
lamb head-firsts it down the slide, confirms the worst.
Even the great golfers know they’re going to stuff up one or
two shots per round. They don’t bend their five-iron around
the nearest tree. MacDonald too, remains unfazed. He’s going
to push that hand piece forward 29,000 times today. You have
to expect a couple of bad shots on the way to 820 lambs in
nine hours.
At 6:55am, five minutes before breakfast, the shearer gains
an important edge. He passes 177, the first run mark both he
and Fagan have posted in their previous records. The two
hours tick over with 186 back in the yards, one of which will
not be counted by Lex Jury and fellow judges, Don Morrison
and Harry Wells.
Breakfast, an hour to eat, rest and reflect on a satisfying
start. More than satisfying, if we take as a guide the schedule
Debbie and Bruce have been ticking and recording each time
a shorn lamb careers back into daylight. Those charts allow
for 180 in that first two-hour run. He’s five up on expectations.
Did breakfast ever taste so good?
Now time to start all over again. Crank the body up and
shear like hell for the first of four 105 minute runs through to
five o’clock. MacDonald’s keen on making history this date,
and people armed with flashlight cameras are equally keen
to record history in the making. A diplomatic question that
should have been asked before the day’s shearing is voiced
within those five minutes before start of the second run –
‘Do you mind all the flashbulbs and cameras while you are
shearing, Mickey?’

Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals,
accommodation and transport provided.

Above: Thirsty work, shearing 831 lambs in nine hours.
MacDonald downs another glass of ‘Replace’.
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‘As long as these sheep keep shearing okay I don’t give a rat’s
arse what else is going on around here!’ Diplomatic question
answered, Mickey style.
Time to check progress on the first 20 after breakfast. The
first of the run dallied on the board 38 seconds flat and the
next 19 swallow a further 12 minutes 16 seconds. He’s half
a minute up on the opening stanza, and under 26 for the first
40. Still on track, looking comfortable for another 160 in the
tally book before morning tea.
An hour or so into the run, another 90 lambs shorn, 100
people now in the shed, watching intently, and all going
according to plan. Or so it seems to the untrained eye. Then,
another cutter change, still deft, despite sweaty, greasy,
trembling fingers. But: ‘That’s the second time he’s done that,’
John Fagan whispers. ‘Yes I know,’ David Fagan responds. ‘I’d
better remind him.’
The fine detail, noted only by these two experts, involves
MacDonald’s cutter change routine. That job complete, he
bends to put the hand piece on the floor, then straightens,
swallows the contents of a half pint handle of ‘Replace’, and
dives once again for the catching pen.
‘Change the cutter, have your drink, put the handpiece
down, then into the pen,’ Fagan suggests. Less bending, less
movement, faster. There could be 35 cutter changes through the
day. Save one second on each, that’s the equivalent to another
sheep shorn. It might just be the one needed to change names
in the record book.
So you tell him, even if it is your name in the record book
he’s trying to change. That’s the way it is between friends in
shearing.
The second run ends dramatically. Three or four minutes
out from the end of each run, Bruce Marshall looks to manage
the time taken per lamb so MacDonald can, with a couple of
seconds left, finish one, switch off his machine and grab the
catching pen door. The act of at least having his hand on the
door entitles him to the prized catch, which can then be shorn
after the bell and legitimately added to the tally.
This time though, the catch hasn’t quite worked out. He’s

Are you a good Bugger? Want to work with
great people? In a team with a great culture?
Drug Testing, Employment Agreements,
Excellent Accommodation, Great rates!
Employing Staff for Mainshear now!

Phone Shane
03 322 8462 or 027 222 0770

Above: Cutter change number umpteen dozen ...
left with just 26 seconds to shear a lamb – yes, it’s a little ‘un,
but is it little enough?
‘C’mon Mickey, you can do it. Two more blows out that last
leg, fire it down the hatch, pull that machine out of gear and
grab the door.’
Mickey manages the first of those two blows, but time runs
out before he can complete the rest of the contract. Still 161
shorn, 161 accepted by the judges. There is some comment
from people on the shed about the ‘mohawk’ Mickey leaves
on not a few back legs, between that sweep around the crutch
and the first blow out the undermine. The extra blow that
slowed him in the 1990 effort is being skipped out a few times
this year. ‘Well, the judges have established the standard, the
equality rating hovers around the 10.5 mark. You don’t share
eight-point quality on a world record when 10, 11 or even 12
will do.’ That’s the thought in MacDonald’s head right now.
Rational thought.
The run towards lunch is a holding operation. Keep the form
flowing, keep the lambs flying, keep to that 38.8 second average
for another 105 minutes, mark off another 160 odd. Again,
it’s better – 162 this time, 508 before lunch, 303 minimum
required for the afternoon. The man goes to lunch looking
good. He’s been in control all morning. The tally is fine, and
so is the tally man.
You can’t help recalling his comment in the New Zealand
Shearing championships programme at Te Kuiti the previous
April. Profiled, he’s asked to nominate his career highlight.
‘The world record attempts. I just love those!’
It’s now seven hours since the start of the day, when David
Fagan remembered the pain and shuddered. Mickey is not
showing the pain. You’d better believe it, he just loves those
record attempts.
‘Mickey sweated a lot more this time, burning up all those
carbohydrates,’ Bruce Reeves would explain later. ‘He’d lost
2kg by lunchtime, exactly as we predicted. From there, we
concentrated on pouring those lost fluids back into him –
Horleys Replace for carbo; orange juice for glucodin – glucose
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that goes straight into the system, and banana, to keep the
potassium up.’
The popular lunchtime question receives the quick answer.
Public speakers at conferences call that first hour after lunch
the “death watch”. Your audience has just devoured a big
plateful and a wine or two - it’s siesta time, not listening time.
The aspiring world shearing record breaker back from lunch
faces the killer run. You’ve eaten, you’ve already done more
than a day’s hard yakker, the body has cooled down, muscles
screaming in a voice hinting agony from every direction.
Naturally it takes time to wind up again. The tally will slip
a couple this run three or four maybe. No cause for concern
it’s to be expected.
In 1990 MacDonald himself had dropped from 160 before
lunch to 154 after, before coming home with 156 in the last.
Merely repeating that performance will again give him the
record and, near as hell, the 820 targeted.
That first backbreaker after lunch takes 40 seconds and
the reliable 20-sheep guide has the clock showing 13.16 – a
few seconds slower than the runs after breakfast but faster
than the day’s first 20. ‘Just getting started, that’s the hard
part.’ Especially after lunch. The Piopio master is on his way
again, determined this time there will be no relaxation, no
slackening of effort. As the body tires you increase the effort
just to maintain the status quo. Thirty-three blows, 34 blows,
lambs coming and going, more people crowding into the shed
but nobody leaving. Repetitious, yes; boring, never!
Another check with stopwatch and calculator – this time
for the 100 – 66 minutes. Pretty close to earlier output and the
pace continues - is he going better, even? It’s possible, the sun
is out, the natural warmth of the day is rising, the wool cuts
better when the sheep are warm.
Now it’s clear, there will be no killer run today. Those
months of planning, training and organising will see to that.
Wise investments in the physical bank during those lead up
months, all on call, all available for spending on the appointed
day. This is the day, 20 December 1993.
Then, another false blow. The flashing comb runs over a teat,
the cutter does its lethal work. The raddled rump and highspeed retreat down the porthole signals another Coopworth
shorn just for the exercise.
The run ends without further mishap, 163 shorn, 162
counted. Far from the killer run, it’s the best run!
Afternoon tea, more liquid, more food, more thought, and
time for Bruce Reeves to massage some sense back into
Mickey’s powerful right forearm. Still the chirpy disposition
remains on his face, born of the knowledge he will succeed.
Bending down to lace up moccasins or touching the toes don’t
rate among his ideas of fun right now, but …
Time to stretch out again, on the well beaten track from
shearing board, to catching pen, to porthole. A tick over 13
minutes for those first twenty trips – not his worst, but clearly,
David Fagan will have to shutter his own way through this
same journey one more time if he wants his record back.
The inevitable certainty is confirmed at 4:48pm, as number
811 takes its six-foot downward tumble, wondering what the
hell that bedlam back in the shed is all about. Everything’s
cool Mickey, just shear out time. Someone else, some other
day, will have to put themselves through what you’ve just
done. And some more. Wind ‘er down mate, coast home to a
new mark, you’ll get the 820 or so just as you had visualised
at the start of this very long day.
Wind ‘er down be buggered. Wind her up full blast.

Above: The ‘Honours Board’ at Donnelly Estate Waitanguru
woolshed, near Piopio. Epic days in shearing history.
MacDonald shifts from 5th gear to overdrive and those last
few minutes. 38-second lambs become 36’ers and better as he
breathes new life into Dixie Solley’s Ringer in the Bar:
‘They were like a string of sausages/A’going down the chutes
He had the picker uppers/Fairly rocking in their boots’
And then he is done, stringing another 20 sausages together
in those last frantic minutes. there’s a new figure for painting
in black up on that famous wall. 831.
‘Why the frenzy at the end,’ someone asks.
‘It’s four sheep away from the figure I really had in mind,’
Mickey explains.
‘You hoped for 835?’
‘No, I was thinking 827.’
Eventually, the explanation. Welshman, Phillip Evans, a
year or two ago (before Fagan, Riversdale, 1992) had shorn
827 Welsh lambs. Alan MacDonald, enjoying a season in the
United Kingdom, representing New Zealand in the biennial
test series, is told, glowingly, gleefully, in rich Welsh accents,
he’s no longer the record holder.
The patriotic fervor brought by the Welsh to their own
sporting challenges and achievements needs no introduction
to New Zealand sport followers. Bob Deans at Cardiff Arms
Park, 1905, ensured that.
But 827 Welsh sheep, many sans belly, top knot, clean points
and with no minimum wool weight criteria beating 805 true
blue New Zealanders, King Country born and raised? No
bloody way, McDonald suggests, expletives deleted.
‘They claimed Evans to be the real world record holder and
that got up my nose, I can tell you. If I couldn’t do 900 on
their sheep there’d be something wrong. You can put that in
the story and print it, too!’
Well, problem solved, since 831 beats 827 no matter which
way you add, subtract, multiply or divide. And not too much
later, the full realisation of just what he’s done here today.
‘That was the perfect day. I’ve got no desire to try and do
any better than that.’
(Originally published in Top Class Wool Cutters by Des
Wiliams. Sporting Heritage Books, Hamilton, 1996.)
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Above: More scenes from Alan MacDonald’s recordbreaking day at Waitanguru on 20 December 1993. His tally
has since been bettered five times, by Rodney Sutton (839 on
23 December 2000); Justin Bell (851 on 4 December 2004);
Dion King (866 at Benneydale on 10 January 2007); Ivan
Scott (867 in England, 30 July 2016) and Stuart Connor (872,
England, 28 July 2021).
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Opposite: Flashback to the Whanganui Shears held at Okirae
on 3 October 1998. Top left: Senior woolhandling finalists, from
left: Tania Tanoa (Feilding), George Hawkins (Martinborough),
Jane Henare (Whanganui). Second left: Junior woolhandling
finalists, from left: Angelique Gage (Whanganui), Rebecca
Eames (Feilding) and Venus Paikea (Whanganui). Third left:
Senior shearing finalists: Stuart Humphrey (Feilding), Mark
Brabant (Taumarunui), Russell McDonald (Whanganui), Scott
Bailey (Rewa). Bottom left: Open shearing finalists: John
Kirkpatrick (Napier), Paul Avery (Stratford), Lawrence Aspinall
(Eketahuna) and Dawson Biggs (Whanganui).
Below: Junior woolhandling finalists at Waimate, 1996. From
left: Emily Moore (Waimate), Waina Peneha (Masterton) and
Stacey Guyton (Waimate). As well as Waimate, Emily also
won Canterbury that year and was second at Rakaia. Stacey
was fourth at Alexandra and Waina had the best season of all,
making nine finals and gaining third place on SSNZ national
rankings for Junior woolhandlers behind Hine Biddle and
Denise Whitiwhiti.

We have vacancies for professional shearers, shedhands and
pressers to staff our Ashburton-based shearing run. We offer
excellent accommodation, top pay rates and steady, yearround work with busy main-shear and pre-lamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541;
Grant Smith 0272 413 010
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Buckle up that seatbelt and live!
By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
Why wearing a seatbelt is a no brainer: Icy or wet roads make
travel in vehicles a higher risk than normal. We top that by
travelling to remote places on difficult roads at the early hours
of the morning, in the dark and wintery conditions when road
checks often have not been done.
We need to take care of our own safety as much as possible.
Drivers face pressure transporting their work mates safely
to a destination of work and home again.
Maybe not quite as stressful as f lying a plane into
Queenstown on a windy day, but you get the picture.
Buckling up without a stewardess telling us to do so, is what
we can do to contribute to happy travels and happy returns.
Even small accidents causing only a bump in the van can
inflict enough injury to prevent the unbuckled occupant from
going to work for a while.
Any reason to come to a sudden halt – and there are many–
even at low speed, will cause injury to the person without a
seatbelt.
A few seatbelt facts:
1. Seatbelts keep vehicle occupants inside: There is a
longstanding myth that people are better off being thrown
out of a vehicle, clear from the crash. The truth is that people
thrown from a vehicle are four times more likely to be killed
than those who remain inside.
2. Passengers in a vehicle who are not wearing a seat belt can
become projectiles during an accident. Unbuckled passengers
can very easily be ejected through the front, rear or side
windows.
3. Seatbelts restrain the strongest parts of the body: For both
adults and children, the strongest parts of the body are the hips
and shoulders. Seat belts are designed to contact the body at
these parts, providing optimum protection.
4. Seatbelts spread out the force of a collision: Using a lap and
shoulder belt helps spread the force of a crash over a wide area
of the body, putting less stress on any one area. A shoulder strap
will keep your head and upper body away from the dashboard,
steering wheel, and other interior parts.
5. Seatbelts help the body to slow down: Oftentimes, an abrupt
change in speed is what leads to an injury. Seat belts extend

DION MORRELL
SHEARING
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND
PH 03 449 3360 • dmshearing@xtra.co.nz

• All year round steady work available
stretching between Otago, Southland and Northland
• Opportunities to upskill
• Top pay rates, good accommodation in town, quality food
• Permanent staff wanted to service our run
027 630 9081 • Msg us on facebook
www.dmshearing.co.nz

Above: Morrell Shearing team at Mount Campbell Station,
September 2021: Russell Ratima and Holly Whakarau, with
Alex Clapham in the background.
the time it takes for you to slow down in a crash. If you are
not buckled up, you could end up hitting the dashboard or
side window.
6. Wearing a seatbelt protects your brain and spinal cord: Seat
belts are scientifically designed to protect these two critical
and vulnerable areas.
7.  Some believe that air bags are an effective substitute for
seat belts. While they are an excellent safety feature, an air bag
on its own will not protect you. If you are not wearing your
seat belt, it is unlikely your body will remain in a position that
allows your air bag to help prevent injuries.
8. Seatbelts are quite helpful when you are sleeping. They
allow you to sort of hang into them, holding you in place just
like a nice big hug. Remember that high speed increases the
likelihood of a serious crash time fold. You risk everything
to gain a few minutes.
Slow down, buckle up, you win.

Local Shearing – 981 in three days

A contemporary newspaper (and the Herald is nearly as
reliable as the Times!) recently reported the fact of a shearer
making 321 sheep cold during the course of a day. We cannot
pass that without referring to the work done by the Bowen
boys, two Te Puke lads who have both exceeded 300 sheep
for the day many times this season.
Shearing ewes at Matapara, Matthew Bros. Estate
at Paengaroa, Godfrey and Ivan Bowen put up great
performances. During the last three days of nine hours each
under ordinary shearing conditions the tallies are as follows:
Ivan Bowen – 312, 333, 336 (981), making an average of 327 per
day. Godfrey Bowen – 304 325 332 (961), making an average
of 320 per day. Godfrey is a lad of 20 years now only in his
third shearing season.
Included in this report we can state that while this shearing
was fast it was also clean and consistent.
Te Puke Times, 22 December 1942
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Brent Gow: our sport’s first statistician
By Des Williams
As Shearing Sports New Zealand marks the 30th anniversary
of its existence (est. 1991/1992) and the inception of detailed
results and individual performance record-keeping, it is timely
to recall the pioneering role played by Peter Brent Gow (known
as Brent) in previous decades.
Born at Winton in July 1914 (two days before the outbreak
of World War I), Brent was the eldest of three children born
to Dr Peter and Mrs Anita Gow, [nee Brent], from Tasmania.
Mrs Gow died in 1917 when Brent was about three-years-ofage. Dr Gow married again in 1923 and he and second wife
Moana produced three more children.
Dr Gow later bought farm properties at Blackmount and Te
Anau Downs which Brent, as a young man, came to manage
for a number of years. While at Blackmount, Brent met and
married Ruth Borrie from East Taieri, who was teaching at the
Tuatapere School. The first of their three children, Katherine,
was born at Tuatapere on 29 December 1943. Second daughter
Elinor and son Peter followed in 1947 and 1952 respectively,
both born at Clyde Hospital.
Shortly after the arrival of Katherine, Brent ‘handed
in his notice’ and swapped the relative comfort of family
farm management for a two-year course of study at Lincoln
College [now Lincoln University]. From there, Brent joined
the Department of Agriculture as a farm advisory officer at
Alexandra, where began his involvement with shearing and
woolhandling, and which ended with his being accorded Life

Above: Brent Gow (1914-1994) – Shearing Sports’ first statistician.
At Southern Shears 1993, the last show he was able to attend.
Member status with the South Island Association of Shearing
and Woolhandling Contests Society Inc. (later to become
Shearing Sports).
The third edition of New Zealand Shearer Magazine (Vol 2,
Number 2, Autumn/Winter 1986) caught up with Brent for a
review of his then 25 years of involvement with the sport and
its association with the annual Alexandra Blossom Festival:
‘Wool handling competitions started approximately a quarter
of a century ago when a shearing and wool handling contest
was organised as part of the Alexandra Blossom Festival.
Teams of two shearers and two handlers from all over Central
Otago took part. Among the shearers were Keith Sutherland,
now a judge and member of the National Committee, Murray
McSkimming, Ian Rutherford, George Potae, Don Morrison
and Brian Quinn. Wool handlers then included Jock Witticase,
William Hickey, Cecil Martin, Herb Browne, Len Davis and
Ron Davis – also a judge now. Des Pringle and Lindsay Russell
were prominent in the North Otago area.
‘Graeme Bell was just a small boy when we started but he
gained his enthusiasm for wool handling as he watched the
contests taking place each year. When he was old enough to
take part, Graham worked his way up until he became national
champion in 1980.
‘The first winner of the New Zealand Woolhandler of the
Year – in 1970 – was Graham Senior from Lumsden, who
later went with Snow Quinn, to give exhibitions at Expo ‘70
in Japan. Ron Davis won the title the following year, and Herb
Browne in 1972. Stuart Hallum took it in 1979 only to lose it
the following year to Graeme Bell. Not to be outdone however
Hallum won again in 1981 and 1982.
‘Over the last four years the title has swapped between Vicky
Maitland and current champion Pat Shelford (who, incidentally,
has also won the Open wool handling contests at the 1985 and
1986 Golden Shears).
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Above: A small sample of Brent Gow’s meticulous, type-written statistics, maintained for nearly three decades.
‘Over the years there have been various changes made in the
wool handling and judging formats. All the sheep used to be
full Romney crossbreds. Today however Merino, Corriedale,
half and crossbred sheep are used with both full and second
shear wool being used in the competitions.
‘Another major change is the number of women involved – in
fact there are more women than men in today’s competitions.
And even some shearers are competing successfully against
the full time wool handlers.
‘The principal contests are held in the area from Waimate to
Southland, with Canterbury struggling to stage an Open event.
In the North Island competitions for wool handling have only
very recently begun to make their mark. The interest in the
north appears to be picking up, mainly because of the number
of young North Island handlers who over the past few years
have been coming South to work. The improvement in their
techniques seems to be acting as an incentive for handling
contests on their return North.
‘During the 1985-86 season, there were 182 Open, 29 Junior
and 30 Novice entries over the nine South Island contests and
these came from only 154 woolhandlers.
‘The Tuapeka Shears introduced a woolpressing contest at
its most recent competitions and this completes the shed scene
as far as wool handling is concerned. It has proved a very
exciting contest to watch with two people bailing up to 180
kilos of second shear wool. It is hoped that we will see more
of the northern woolhandlers and pressers coming south to
contest the NZ Woolhandler of the Year at Balclutha and the
NZ pressing championship at Lawrence.’
Barbara Newton, in her New Zealand Merino Shears Golden
Jubilee booklet (2011) described Brent as “a prime mover in
getting the NZ Fine Wool Championships established after
organising the first fleece to fashion show which incorporated
shearing and woolhandling contests.
“Gow chaired the inaugural committee and was the first
secretary of the Society. As a devotee of the industry he
tirelessly compiled detailed results and information about
South Island competitions for more than thirty years.”
Brent’s collection of competitions and industry-related
material eventually amounted to more than 20 boxes, which
were lodged for safekeeping with Dunedin’s Hocken Library.
Brent transferred from Alexandra to Dunedin in 1965 and
retired from his position at the Department of Agriculture

in 1979, having given 33 years of service to the Department.
He retained his interest in the NZ Merino Shears, however,
especially when Samson Te Whata and his cousin Mana Te
Whata were vying to become the first five-times winner of the
Open championship. With four wins between 1980 and 1985,
Samson held the early favouritism, but Mana then won four
on the trot from 1987.
In anticipation of one or the other gaining the honour, Brent
donated a silver salver to mark the occasion. They all had to
wait a while, however, with Mana winning again in 1993. (He
would do so again in 1995 to make it six.)
Unfortunately, illness kept Brent away from the Shears that
year so he was unable to pass on his congratulations and salver
at the time. Mana Te Whata eventually caught up with Brent
in Dunedin. ‘Brent was just thrilled when Mana called on him
in Dunedin, they chatted away merrily for a couple of hours.
Brent talked about that for ages afterwards,” his daughter
Katherine reported at the time.
Brent also spent considerable time compiling information
about his maternal family history. His mother’s family, named
King, hailed from Langside, Perthshire, Scotland and Brent’s
research covered the period from 1730 to 1983.
Brent Gow died at Dunedin in 1994, aged 80 years. Shearing
magazine published a briefish obituary in the November 1994
edition. Describing him as an ‘enthusiast’, the magazine
acknowledged Brent as one of its oldest and keenest supporters.
In retrospect, that word ‘enthusiast’ doesn’t quite cut the
mustard, as they say. Doesn’t quite adequately describe Brent’s
monumental contribution to our sport and industry over more
than 30 years. His records are still referred to on a regular basis
by this writer, at least.
Footnotes: Brent Gow revealed just a little more of his
background in a small item published in the 1983 New Zealand
Merino Shears souvenir programme: He held a woolclassing
ticket and admitted to having tried his hand at shearing. ‘I had
a go, but I was no shearer.’
And see item on page 16, Brent Gow’s analysis of how
Graeme Bell performed in the New Zealand Merino Shears
open woolhandling championship final in 1980. (Also taken
from the 1983 souvenir programme.)
******

‘Stop drinking. Start running.’ (‘Boc’ O’Carroll)
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New Zealand Rural Sports Awards
Nominations are now open for:
The PTS Logistics New Zealand Rural Sportsman of
the Year Award
• The Skellerup New Zealand Rural Sportswoman of the
Year Award
• The Fonterra Young New Zealand Rural Sportsperson
of the Year Award
• The Levno Outstanding Contribution to New Zealand
Rural Sports Award
• The Courtesy Ford Lifetime Legacy Award
• FuturePost Award for a Rural Sportsperson with a
Disability
Two other awards will be announced on the night of the
Norwood New Zealand Rural Sports Awards, they are the:
The Sir Brian Lochore Memorial Award for Outstanding
Sportsperson from a Rural Background – finalists and the
winner are announced on the night of the awards.
The Norwood Supreme New Zealand Rural Sportsperson
Award – judges select one overall winner to go home with
the 2022 Supreme Award.
Nominations close 4pm Monday 17 January 2022 and
finalists will be announced in February 2022.
The Awards will be presented at a gala function at Awapuni
Racecourse on Friday 13 March 2022, during the New
Zealand Rural Games Weekend in Palmerston North.
The awards will proceed only if Palmerston North is at
Level One, if the level rises the date will be postponed.
•

Disability award introduced and nominations
being sought for the best of the best of rural sports

The Norwood NZ Rural Sports Awards honour the best
of our rural athletes, and now is the time for rural sports
organisations to get their nominations in for the 2022 awards.
In its sixth year, the awards honour athletes and the
volunteers and administrators who make their sports possible,
from fields as varied as wood-chopping, shearing, horseriding, tree-climbing, shooting, highland heavies, gumboot
throwing and fencing.
Convenor of judges and Olympic medallist rower, Nathan
Twaddle said this year; we are proud to announce a new
award, the FuturePost Award for a Rural Sportsperson with
a Disability.
“We want to ensure our awards are open to everyone.
The new award will ensure those rural sports athletes with
disabilities are recognised.”
Nathan Twaddle also welcomed Courtesy Ford as the new
sponsor of the lifetime Legacy Award.
Norwood Chief Executive Tim Myers said awards
recognise those who are passionate about heritage sports –
they give it all they’ve got, and it’s fitting that we celebrate
For more information:
their commitment and character.
Steve Hollander, Founder, Norwood New Zealand Rural
“Every year, it is awe-inspiring to hear the stories and
Sports
Awards: 021 973 207.
achievements of rural sports athletes, many of whom are
world champions in their discipline,” said Mr Myers. “It’s
also heartening to hear about the dedication of rural sports
administrators to their sports. Many of them are the glue that
keeps heritage sports alive in rural Aotearoa today.”

Te Anau Shearing
Ltd
We have jobs available June
- August and Dec - April for
people who are reliable, have
good work ethics and positive
attitudes.

Above: Keryn Herbert (centre), who was named as the Skellerup
New Zealand Rural Sportswoman of the year for 2021. The
awards were dominated by Shearing Sports personnel, with
Rowland Smith being named PTS Logistics Rural Sportsman
of the year; Waimate contractor Warren White was recognised
in the Levno Outstanding Contribution to Rural Sport category
and Greg Herrick received the Toyota Lifetime Legacy Award.
Nominations are now open for the 2022 Awards year.

Meals, accommodation and
travel provided
Phone Andrew on
027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035
ajclegg@xtra.co.nz
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Climate change? ... time to pause and reflect?
By Dr Doug Edmeades OMNZ
The Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern
has recently said that she would like her
administration to be remembered by two
things; the elimination of poverty and
climate change – I assume that means a
zero-carbon economy.
Although I am not a rabid socialist, I
can understand the need for, and hence
can agree with policies which result in
a more equitable distribution of wealth.
I cannot, however, get my head around
the idea of a zero-carbon economy.
You see – I am a skeptic. But let me be
very clear about what I mean. The word
skeptic means ‘A person unconvinced by
a particular fact, theory or hypothesis.’
And the hypothesis I am skeptical
about is ‘That global temperatures are
rising mainly due to man’s activities,
specifically via an increase on greenhouse
gas emissions (carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide).’
Yes, the climate on earth is changing
and indeed has always changed, both
up and down and long before mankind
discovered fossil fuels, suggesting that
some other mechanism(s) is (are) at play.
This is consistent with the fact that the
ice core data [drilled in Antarctica] shows
that temperature increases about 600 to
800 years before CO2 concentrations
increase. CO 2 does not, it appears,
determine the earth’s climate.
These facts are fatal to the dangerous
man-induced (anthropogenic) global
warming theory. And I could add to
them many other contingent but relevant
arguments. Yes CO2 is a greenhouse gas
but water vapor makes up about 90%
of the greenhouse effect and – this is
important in the context of the supposed
consensus – scientists are still arguing
as to whether water vapor reduces or
increases the CO2 warming effect.  
Yes, since civilization as we know
it began about 10-12,000 years ago, it
has been warmer (the Medieval Warm
Period) and cooler (the Little Ice Age)
than the present with ne’er a bag of
coal or barrel of oil to be seen. Yes,
sea levels have risen and glaciers have
retreated as the earth has emerged from
the Little Ice Age (approx. 1600-1800
AD) but there is no evidence that the
rate of change in these processes has
increased over the past 50 years, despite
the fact that the CO2 concentrations have
increased significantly.  More recently

Dr Doug Edmeades (Hamilton Scientist)
the satellite data shows that there has
been no increase in global temperatures
since 1998 – more than 23 years now
– despite an increase in global CO 2
concentrations.
I became exposed to this issue because
I work with farmers and they would say
to me – ‘You are a scientist – what do you
think about global warming.’ Initially I
would say, ‘Sorry, not my specialty.’ I
came to see this as a cop-out and started
reading. To clarify my thinking I then
wrote a paper outlining the 10 reasons
why I am a skeptic and I sent this paper
to people on both sides of the argument,

specifically inviting them to consider
if there were any flaws in logic in my
arguments. None were raised.
I continue to keep an eye out for any
evidence that would contradict my
logic. If anything, I find that what is
being offered to the public as evidence
of human-induced global warming is
becoming increasingly fragile. White
plumes of gas from smoke stacks are
not CO2, which is colorless and odorless.
Pictures of air pollution in China are
evidence of poor air quality and not
CO2 induced global warming. The fact
that polar bear numbers are increasing
removes the emotional implication held
in pictures of lonely isolated bears on
ice flows.
And I am left infuriated (pre-whisky)
and bemused (post-whisky), at the never
ending pictures of extreme storm events,
whether snow storms on the Eastern
Seaboard of the USA or heat waves in
NSW, purporting to be further evidence
of man–induced global warming. The
Inter-governmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has said that there is no
evidence that extreme weather events are
increasing as a consequence of global
warming. Where is the Fourth Estate
when we most need them?
And beware. The press is full of stories
of a particular form: For example: an
issue is identified – it may be to do with
sea level rise, an endangered species,
climate refugees, retreating glaciers
or ice sheets breaking up. It is then
predicted that the problem or issue will
get worse because of global warming.

Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine
We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided
Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago
Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201
Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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(From page 39)
The claims, if you read carefully, will,
in all likelihood, be based on desktop
studies using predictions from climate
models.
But remember, models are not
evidence. Models can be useful tools
if they accurately predict the empirical
(actual) evidence and none of the 90-odd
climate models developed by scientists
to date, have predicted the 23-years
hiatus in warming that we are now
experiencing. The normal practice in
science in such circumstances is to set
the models aside.
Finally, I will leave you with a prediction: Because of the views expressed
above I will be accused of being a
‘denier’ and/or a ‘rejectionist’.
Just what it is I am rejecting or denying
will not be spelt out, but Mark Twain,
that irascible American wit, provides
some comfort: ‘Whenever you find
yourself on the side of the majority, it is
time to pause and reflect.’

About the Author
Dr Doug Edmeades is a Hamiltonbased soil scientist. He spent the first
part of his career with Government
agencies – the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries at Ruakura, and then
with AgResearch when Crown Research
Agencies were established in 1992. Since
1997 Doug has run his own consultancy
business, agKnowledge Ltd, providing
independent scientific advice to farmers
on fertiliser and soil nutrients.
Doug has for many years been a
regular contributor to Rural news
media on subjects pertaining to science,
pastoral farming, water quality and
environmental issues. The above article
is one of more than 100 previously
published ‘columns’ which are soon to
be reprinted in a book entitled ‘Turning
the Sods’ to be published by Last Side
Publishing Ltd. Copies will be available
prior to Christmas 2021. You can
express your interest, or order a copy
by contacting shearingmag@xtra.co.nz

Turning the Sods
A collection of columns
by
Dr. Doug Edmeades

Available soon (before Christmas)
from Last Side Publishing

Opposite: Elite Finewool Trainers/
Hakataramea Valley, 2021. Back left:
Joel Henare, Robyne Murray. Front
left: Dwayne Black (Lojik Shearing
Training), Ringakaha Paewai, Aaron
Haynes, Norm Harraway, Pagan
Karauria, Amy Ferguson.

Above: Remembering Makaore ‘Mac’
Potae, died 20 years ago on 10 November
2001. Golden Shears open finalist 1961;
New Zealand Maori open champion 1964;
more than one hundred ‘400s’ on Hawkes
Bay and Wairarapa sheep, and half a
dozen 500s. ‘Small of stature, big of heart.
A man who gave everything and asked for
nothing.’ Okioki i runga i te rangimarie.

Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts
reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications
To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:
To discuss how we can help,
Mobile 021 749 963
call us on:
Phone
07 838 1961
Phone
07 838
1961
Email:liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz
admin@payrollplusltd.co.nz
Email
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Above: Grant Moore Shearing and McConachie Shearing personnel enjoying a ‘smoko’ at Hamilton’s Forrest Hill woolshed,
October 2020. From left: Brandon Maguire, Eli Harimate, Levi Ropata, Barney Cummings, Mase Haora, Campbell Dyre and
Jade Maguire. Photographer Teresa Van Hout explains: ‘It was a bridal party of shearing mates (groom in the middle). They
all brought their buckets and shearing handpieces with them on the day bercause they wanted a ‘shearing boys’ shot. Then
the bride duly lit a whole bunch of cigars and they were ‘smoking up’ the occasion when this shot just happened. These guys
were absolutely awesome to photograph.

Made in New Zealand

silver
fern
shearing
gear
stands
the test
of time

Who wouldn’t like to turn back the clock a little bit just now? How does the year 2004
sound? Above: Mackintosh gang at Otiwhiti Station: back left, Niven Hodgson and
Kylie Murray. Middle: Wesley Bennett, Robyn Pomana, Rina Taunoa, Fred Jones and
Chris Thurston. Front: Scott Gerke, Larry Clarke, Harata Taunoa, Rebecca Calder,
Casey Haitana, Simon Bradfield, Richard Petuha and Temuera Hawkins. Front:
Daniel Hodgson and Blue the dog. Below: Moriarty Shearing’s gang at Barcaldine,
Waiau. Back left: Dicky Moriarty (classer), Andy O’Donnell, Richie Wright and Pete
Hepi. Front left: Suzie Mackinnon, Niamh Burke, Ti Ari Jones and Rongo White.

Check out our new
hybrid shearing Jean
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The Late Mr H J Doyle

News of the recent death of Mr H.J. Doyle cast a shadow
of sadness on the Christmas spirit of his many friends. Mr.
Doyle has been called ‘The Grand Old Man of the Shearing
Industry.’ He was generous, loveable and great of heart. As
a young man in Queensland and New South Wales, he rose to
prominence in the Pastoral Industry, and for many years was
Managing Director of the Federal Sheep Shearing Company,
which installed shearing machinery along the Gascoyne River
in the early Nineties. “H.J.” came to the West in 1916, and
for some time operated as a shearing contractor; later, he was
appointed Manager to the Pastoral Labour Bureau, a position
which he held for many years. Men of the ‘Out Back’ knew
Harry Doyle as one of themselves. Indeed, he entered into the
spirit of every phase of station life with enthusiasm. He was
probably the foremost authority on sheep shearing in Australia.
While Manager of the Federal Shearing Company, he founded
most of the laws by which the shearing sheds are governed.
The following ballad relates to one of the clauses in the shed
rules, for which he was responsible.

The Law Laid Down by Doyle

When the roll was called ere a shed began
And a shearer answered not his name
The stand was held for the absent man
From morn till midnight hour came.
This was the law laid down by Doyle
In a day when the Federal’s hand spread wide
From the Gulf where the Queensland shearers toil
To the Moffat sheds on the Gascoyne side.

They called the roll at Mount Lorraine
And the team was present save one man
For they called O’Hara’s name in vain
Ere the wheels awoke and the work began.
Though one was there to fill his place
Old Wade the overseer said:
“The shearing rules allow him grace
Till twelve tonight to reach his shed.”
I know young Jim O’Hara well,
I’ve heard he took the track last night.
He’d push that bike of his through hell
To save his stand: he’ll come alright.
At dead of night the boss awoke
To some strange presence in his room.
His clock’s hand stood on midnight’s stroke
As someone spoke amid the gloom.
“I’ve come on time,” the soft voice said.
“It’s you, O’Hara!” he replied,
“I’ve held your stand – you’ll find a bed –
You must be weary from your ride.”
Yet strange to say when morning broke
And all hands stirred at Mount Lorraine,
Keen and alert the boss awoke
And called O’Hara’s name in vain.
“You must have dreamed,” the Expert said,
“I, too, have strange dreams now and then.”
The puzzled board boss shook his head
And would not fill the vacant pen.
So morning passed and Wade’s stern eye
Was lit with anxious, thoughtful light.
And he still said when the day went by
“I’m sure O’Hara came last night.”
The twisted bike one still may see
Nearby a stony gully’s bed,
Hung in a stunted flood gum tree
Where someone found O’Hara dead.
At Mount Lorraine the overseer
Held a vacant stand through weeks of toil,
For the Thing that came at midnight there
To fulfil the law laid down by Doyle.
(Jack Sorenson)
Note: Moffat – The Moffat Virtue shearing machinery was
installed in the Gascoyne shearing sheds by the Federal Sheep
Shearing Co. in the early [Eighteen] nineties. Northern Times,
Carnarvon, WA, Thursday 20 February 1941.

Palmer Bros Shearing
Southland
We’re looking for keen and reliable people
for our busy Main Shear, Dec-April:
Shearers, Shedhands, Pressers
Top pay rates, transport and food supplied.

Phone Corey on 0273 265 542
Above: The answer to our quiz question at page 6. (Looks
suspiciously like a can of Lemon & Paeroa ... (Yeah, nah.)
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coreypalmer@y7mail.com

Levi Hughes – tribute
By John Hutchinson
Levi Hughes, one of the prominent shearers of South Australia,
was born in the quaint mid-Northern copper mining town of
Burra – known as the merino capital of the world – on 15th
June 1936 and died on 21st October 2021.
Burra is nestled in the gully area between rolling bare
hills and known for big merino sheep and the world famous
‘Collinsville’ stud.
Levi sheared at Collinsville for fifteen years and was the first
shearer they allowed to shear their rams with machines. He also
sheared the top rams at ‘East Bungaree’ and ‘Old Bungaree’
which was owned by Sir Richard Hawker.
Levi was in demand by shearing contractors and sheared in
South Australia’s North East towards Broken Hill, the Flinders
Ranges and North West of Port Augusta. His highest tally
was 239 merinos with narrow combs and at ‘Wadnaminga’
averaged over 200 per day for four weeks. He sheared 274
crossbreds at Furner in the South East.
In 1961, he entered and won his first shearing competition
– the South Eastern Shearing Championship at Kalangadoo.
He went on to win many championships in South Australia
and Victoria. He made many finals in State and National
titles and was placed third in the Australian Championship at
Canberra in 1976.  He also finished third in the 1976 Forlonge
Invitation at Euroa.
Levi’s style of shearing was smooth and flowing. He was a
great shearer to watch and good for learners to emulate. He
was a good sport and good to know. He loved shearing and
took pride in his work but never self-promoted himself.
It was at a major championship (maybe the Australian Open)
where Levi’s great character was seen. Competitors were
unhappy about one of the judges. He stood a long way from
the shearer he was judging and when he thought he saw a point
to take off, by the time he found the place on the score sheet
to write it down the competitor may have finished shearing.
Levi decided to do something about it. He had shorn well in
the heats and was placed in the final. But despite that, he took
his score sheet to the judge and said, ‘Look, you didn’t get that
wool I left on the belly area, and you missed the cut on the

‘Well ... someone has got to be.’

Once upon a time in a shearing shed somewhere in Victoria,
there was a station manager who arrived at the shearing shed
about an hour before lunch time to find a huge amount of
second cuts in the locks under the skirting table. Deciding that
the situation called for the fact to be brought to the attention
of those responsible, he went over to the shearing board and,
deciding on a subtle approach, announced, ‘I want more wool.’
This remark was followed by silence except for the buzz of
the handpieces. Feeling the point had been made he turned
to leave when a voice from the board called out, ‘Well, buy
more bloody sheep!’
The manager was somewhat taken aback by this advice but
felt he should leave the situation to sort itself out and went on
about his business.
About 2:00pm he returned to the shed, expecting to see
a dramatic improvement in the second cut situation. To his

Above: Levi Hughes competing at the Royal Adelaide Show,
Waville, in 1965. (Glenda Hughes photo.)
hind leg. What about the wool I left on the neck?’
The judge said nothing, but when Levi sheared in the final
the score card was liberally marked. The Judge not only saw
the mistakes but many more.
When the eight finalists lined up for the presentations at
which they called the place getters from the eighth position up,
the eighth man called was Levi Hughes. I noticed Levi’s facial
expression as he walked out to get his ribbon. He knew why.
I think I was the only one to know about it. I was standing
nearby and saw Levi reprimanding the judge.
I’ve heard shearers complain to a judge for taking too much
off, but Levi was the only man I know who criticised the judge
for taking too little.
Levi retired from shearing in 1980 after 27 years in the
industry. He and his wife Glenda then opened a café and
takeaway food shop in Kadina. In 1983 they opened a gift shop
and in 1985 purchased a ladies fashion business. Then after 26
years in business Levi and Glenda retired in Kadina in 2006.
Levi will be remembered and missed. A great shearer and
a great man! I was privileged to know him.

horror it appeared to be exactly the same as previously. He
therefore decided that a more direct approach was called for
and, going over to the shearing board, announced quite loudly,
‘I don’t want any second cuts.’ Again, silence prevailed for
some 20 seconds, except for the handpiece noise. Then came
the comment, ‘Well bag ‘em up, I’ll take ‘em.’
This had the effect of spurring the manager to make a close
inspection of each shearer in order to discover the main source
of the second cuts. Eventually he came before an old shearer
who had obviously spent a lifetime on the shearing board. He
watched him for some time and eventually said, ‘You would
have to be the worst damned shearer I have ever seen.’
The old fellow pulled his machine out of gear, straightened
his aching back as he wiped the sweat from his forehead with
the back of his hand and looked the manager square in the eye.
Then quietly he said, ‘Well, somebody’s got to be.’
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Lest We Forget

They say if you steal information from
one source it’s called plagiarism, but if
you steal from two or more sources it’s
called research. Well, we’ve looked in
vain for more than one reference to the
following story without success, so we
hope the Melbourne Herald-Sun doesn’t
mind our giving this little item from its
pages (April 2017) ‘a bit more oxygen’
by sharing it here!
Melanie Wilson of Tecoma (near
Melbourne) sent to the paper a war-time
poem written by her uncle, Norman
‘Dick McGufficke, whose people hailed
from Moonbah Station, Jindabyne,
in the Monaro Region of the Snowy
Mountains. Dick had written his poem,
‘Home from Abroad’ while serving in
Malaya with the Second 18th Battalion,
8th Division in February 1942, for which
Wikipedia provides the following:
T he 2/18th Bat talion wa s a n
Australian Army infantry unit that
served during World War II. Formed in
June 1940, the battalion was assigned
to the 22nd Brigade, which formed part
of the Australian 8th Division. After
completing basic training, the 2/18th
was sent to Singapore and Malaya to
strengthen the defences of the British
colonies in February 1941 against a
possible Japanese attack.
The 2/18th Battalion subsequently
undertook garrison duties throughout
the year at various locations in Malaya,
where it conducted jungle training and
constructed defences along the eastern
coast.
Following the outbreak of war in the
Pacific in December 1941, the 2/18th
saw action against Japanese forces in
the Malayan campaign, during which
they took part in a large-scale ambush
of a Japanese force on the Malay
Peninsula before joining the withdrawal
to Singapore in early 1942.
Assigned to defend part of the northwest coast of the island, the battalion
participated in the unsuccessful defence
of Singapore in early February 1942.
Following the fall of Singapore the
majority of the battalion’s personnel
were taken as prisoners of war. Many of
these men died in captivity; the survivors
were liberated in 1945 and returned
to Australia where the battalion was
disbanded.
Unfortunately, Dick was not among
those taken prisoner. At age 21 he was
reported missing in action and then
confirmed killed in action on 9 February
1942, ‘in the defence of Singapore’.

Maraekakaho

Private Norman ‘Dick’ McGufficke

The road from Washpool to Big Hill is
one of particular interest, for it passes
what in their day were three of the
most famous of the early Hawkes Bay
holdings.
The first of these is Maraekakaho.
The station itself, of course, no longer
exists, but a reminder of those early
days is the great woolshed a mile or so
east of the little Maraekakaho township.
Now grey with age, this old shed once
boasted twenty-eight stands and held
5000 sheep; there were two boards,
one each side of the wool room, and it
is said that the station ran two gangs of
shearers – a Maori gang at one end and
a Pakeha gang at the other.

Home From Abroad
It’s shearing time in Aussie,
And the boys are all at work
While I am here in Malaya
This land of heat and dirt.
I can see those snowy fleeces,
Stacked neatly by the door,
The belly wool and pieces
All strewn across the floor.
I can hear the ringer calling
Wool Away! There boy! Stand clear!
As the learner loudly curses,
There’s another blasted ear.
The whistle blows a warning,
That’s the last catch for the run,
The rousie cleans the board up
And the day’s hard work is done.
They gather round the table
As the evening shadows fall,
Produce the crib and euchre packs,
And the tales they tell are tall.
I can see it in a vision
As my thoughts go wandering back
To that shed on Weston’s Station
On the road to Crackenback.
But alas I cannot join them
For the army holds me tight.
In this land of tin and rubber
Where they say we have to fight.

Once 50,000 odd acres in extent
and shearing over 100,000 sheep,
Maraekakaho was regarded as one of
the greatest stations this country has
known. Its story began with Sir Donald
McLean’s purchase for the Crown of
30,000 acres from the Maoris in 1850.
This was taken up by three settlers
in 10,000-acre blocks, but this first
venture proved to be unsuccessful and
finally the whole block, together with
another 20,000-odd acres, was taken
over by Sir Donald himself.
From then on the station prospered,
and in its heyday ran ten teams of
working draughts. Up to 1200 acres
of crop was grown, half of which was
grain, and the flock was a noted one.
There were eighty men permanently
employed, including fourteen shepherds
and twelve teamsters, and of these
twenty or more were married men with
families. The station was at its peak in
the nineties [1890s] but from then on
various subdivisions gradually reduced
it until in 1929, with the acreage at
12,000, a final subdivision was made
and the estate wound up. The whole
property was sold by auction and so
ended Maraekakaho Station.
(Peter Newton, Big Country of the
North Island: Reed, 1969.)
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Have Jane, will travel ...
By Jojo Crawford and Des Williams
Rachel Stratton has gone from being a shepherd who could ‘roll
wool’ to a shearer with a best tally of 227 Scottish Blackface
ewes, all in the space of just 18 months. The English-born
23-year-old has enjoyed an entertaining journey since stopping
for a fortuitous cuppa … ‘I was shepherding in the United
Kingdom and was doing the wool for a farmer. When we
stopped for a cup of tea the farmer’s older neighbour came
in and we started talking. I told him I wanted to have a go
at shearing, but he said, “No, you can’t, you’re a girl!” I said
nothing but noted it.
‘I then lived in Cyprus but returned to the UK for 6 months
work where I rode racing thoroughbreds and hunt horses.
‘Then I felt the calling and got a one-way ticket to New
Zealand where I found work on a dairy farm. After four days
the manager asked me ‘how it was going’. ‘My reply was,
“What sort of a shit show are you running here?” Cows were
being badly handled and mistreated. Nobody on the farm had
any real experience and cows were being put down for poor
producing, that sort of thing. I left that job with $50 to my name
but knew I’d rather be homeless and without a job than work
for a company that treated its animals that way.’
Rachel did some advertising and found a job with Mangin
Shearing just out of Ashburton, plus three weeks free
accommodation with the Tarnbacks. ‘Vanessa Weily asked
me if I could roll wool, and I started work in my first shearing
shed. Stu Mangin, Rocky Bull, Murray Johnson and Vanessa of
Mangin Shearing were all absolute diamonds, and I even had a
stand for a couple of days. Vanessa was so generous in giving
me a van which I paid off over the season. Stu even gave me
my first ever copy of Shearing magazine, which I still have!’
After that season Rachel went back to shepherding (with
some shed-handing thrown in) and driving combines, then
went back to England with a friend and worked in an office
doing sales and marketing but that made her miserable, so she
left that at the start of the Corona virus pandemic.

DAVIS SHEARING
CONTRACTING

Covering Otago, Southland and further afield
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha
Shearers and shedhands - we provide excellent
accommodation and living conditions, clean
sheep, great sheds, steady work.
We focus on providing top quality shearing and
wool preparation service for our many clients in
a competitive but relaxed working atmosphere
Farmers - we have the crew to meet your needs when you want it, how you want it.

Ring Jason - tel 03 418 0824.
E-mail shara.jason@xtra.co.nz

Above: Rachel Stratton with one of 205 Spaelsau (Norway) sheep
shorn in a day. She has a best tally of 247 on Scottish Blackface
sheep and is aiming for a 300 soon ...(That’s Jane in the corner.)
“I found work with a UK shearing contractor in May 2021,
but when I pulled that first sheep out of the pen, I had no idea
what to do. Back when I was in New Zealand, I had a brain
bleed and was admitted into Ashburton Hospital with an
intracerebral haemorrhage. My memory of how to shear had
completely gone. I couldn’t even set up my handpiece. The UK
contractor sent me home and said I could come back when he
had more sheep, but I left knowing I wouldn’t be back, and I
wouldn’t be paid for the five days I’d done.’
Rachel was fortunate in that Marie Prebble of UK (Farmer,
shearer and shearing competitor) had seen her advertisement
for work and she went and did some shepherding with her.
Marie let her shear the hogs and Rachel got some confidence
back and restored faith that she could shear again. “After that
I got a stand with George Scrivens in Warwickshire, and then
with Sean Curssiter in Orkney. Sean taught me so much, and
then I took a slaughterhouse job in Norway, and got some work
shearing on farms.”
‘I came back to England in the spring, but I was still very
much a learner shearer and I struggled with the big sheep.
‘Then I worked for two months in Scotland this summer with
renowned Scottish shearing legend Neil ‘Barney’ McIntyre
an open shearing competitor who competed against the likes
of David Fagan, Tom Wilson, Alan MacDonald, Hamish
Mitchell, and Willie Jones. Barney took a gamble on me and
gave me a stand on his trailer, he taught me an unbelievable
amount and I’m now shearing on his old run in Norway – his
farmers all remember him. The most valuable thing anyone can
give you is their time, he gave me heaps of tips about shearing
technique, gear, and grinding. I’m forever grateful to Barney
for giving me a chance but even more so, he just believed in
me, and I hope never to let him down.
(To page 46)
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(From page 45)
‘So many people have knocked me down, but I just keep
my mouth shut – it’s folk like Barney that keep you going.’
Last year Rachel spent time shearing in Scotland, England,
Wales, Germany, Austria, Italy, and Norway. She has as her
companion a New Zealand heading dog named Jane. So far,
they have been to 20 countries together and the deal is, the
dog comes too, or she doesn’t go!
‘The truth is, Jane gets me a lot of my work – I even have
farmers asking other shearers in Norway if I can come instead
next year so they can meet my dog! A lot of people warned me
about travelling and working with Jane, saying it would limit
my life, but the opposite is true.
‘Now I go to all these countries and people think I’m super
confident, but the truth is I’m bricking it usually and I just
say I’m a professional at winging it. The important thing is
to be true to yourself and all those who doubted me are now
my motivation.
‘It’s now two years since I’ve been to New Zealand but
there’s hardly a day goes by that I don’t get a message from
someone I met there. Last month I was offered a job in New
Zealand and how nice it would be to return. Home is where
the heart is and mine is firmly in New Zealand. I owe my
whanau such a lot.’
Rachel is also a Royal Yachting Association power boat and
dinghy sailing instructor – further qualifications she could put
to good use when she returns to New Zealand.
******

Looking for a Christmas Prezzie?

How about a copy of Don’t Forget the Sweat Towel, a
collection of shearing stories from the past 30 years by
Des Williams. 250 pages, well illustrated, capturing great
moments in recent shearing history. All this for just $30.00
plus postage $5.00. Email shearingmag@xtra.co.nz to order
your copy now to ensure receipt before Christmas Day.

73-Year-Old Shears 100 sheep in 9-Hour Day

Shearing over 100 sheep in a nine-hour day, Mr AB Miller,
of Maungakaramea, has put up what must be a New Zealand
and Australian record for a man of his age, 73 years.
Although Mr Miller had retired some years ago he returned
to shearing three seasons past when labour was so difficult
to secure and, for each of the past three seasons, he has on
occasions shorn more than 100 sheep in a nine-hour day,
thus winning a number of bets with friends who doubted his
ability with the blades.
Two seasons ago Mr Miller put through 110 sheep in nine
hours, while this week, shearing for the McKenzie trust, at
Maungawhati, he reached the 100 mark.
In his young days Mr Miller was an all-round athlete and
still takes a keen interest in sports.
Northern Advocate, 3 December 1943.
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Jim Keenan – rider with a cause

Top left: Jim Keenan emerges from the old railway tunnel at Karangahake on Day One of his journey. Bottom left:Waikato
River Power dam (Day 10); Top right: with Lisa Foster, CEO Rare Disorders NZ; Centre right: Day 31, Arrowtown.
Bottom right: Some rehydration with Brian ‘Snow’ Quinn at Wanaka, Day 32.
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The Sixteen Signs of Age

We have today received this information from former shearer
and contributor of many stories to our magazine – Tony
Mathews from Blenheim. It is somewhat unfortunate that the
only space left on a page where this vital information could
be placed is on the same space as our record of Jim Keenan’s
exploits! The 80-year-old former fine wool champion might
not yet recognise some of these ‘signs’! But here goes ...
• Everything hurts, and what doesn’t hurt doesn’t work.
• You feel like the morning after when you haven’t
been anywhere.
• You get winded playing chess.
• You know all the answers, but nobody asks you a question.
• You look forward to a dull evening.
• You turn out the light for economy rather than romance.
• You sink your teeth into a steak and they stay there.
• You are 17 around the neck, 42 around the waist and 109
round the golf course.
• Your knees buckle, but your belt won’t.
• You burn the midnight oil until 9.00pm.
• You can’t stand people who are intolerant.
• Your back goes out more often than you do.
• The grey-haired old lady you help across the road is your
wife.
• Your exercise is acting as pall-bearer for friends who
exercised.
• You have too much room in the house but not enough
room in the medicine cabinet.
• You sit in the rocking chair, but can’t get it going.

Previous page and above: Our August 2021 edition carried the
story of Jim Keenan’s intended cycling marathon around New
Zealand to raise money for Fragile X and Rare Disorders. In
keeping with his legacy of ‘never giving up’ on the shearing
board, Jim certainly didn’t let a mere trivia named Covid-19
stop his plans, either.
Okay, he didn’t quite get to ride the north-south route he had
intended, but he rode for forty days and clocked up 2500
kilometres, equivalent to Bluff-Reinga.
Jim’s mission was to raise money for the Fraxile X Trust
and Rare Disorders New Zealand. The 80-year-old, part time
caretaker at Picton’s Waikawa Bay School has three grand
daughters affected by Fragile X Syndrome, which can be displayed in mild to severe learning difficulties, high anxiety and
autistic-like behaviour, speech and communication challenges
and sensory sensitivities.
Jim started his journey in the Karangahake Gorge, near
Paeroa, and ended with a group ride into Waipawa School.

Kirkpatrick Shearing is looking for quality shearers,
wool handlers & pressman for our busy main shear
season – mid-November to approx end of February
and our second shear season – mid-May to end of
July, in the Gisborne Region.
Must be reliable and have a good attitude towards
mahi, fellow workers and clients. Must have own
accommodation. All enquiries welcomed.
06 867 5552; 0274 348 241 (Ian); 0276 543 345 (Beth)
ianbeth@xtra.co.nz
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Waimate, 8-9 October 2021

Shearing:
PGG Wrightson/Vetmed open machines (16 sheep): Leon
Samuels, Invercargill, 56.317 1; Casey Bailey, Riverton, 57.009 2;
Nathan Stratford, Invercargill, 58.005 3; Troy Pyper, Invercargill,
58.395 4; Hugh De Lacy, Parnassus, 66.212 5; Tama Niania,
Gisborne, DNF 6.
Lister Open Novice (10 sheep): Matene Mason. Masterton, 40.252
1; Lionel Taumata, Gore, 41.078 2; David Gordon, Masterton,
41.521 3; Jimmy Samuels, Marton, 42.651 4; Carey Smith,
Waimate, 48.554 5; Alex Smith, DNF 6.
Waimate Shearing/Wairua Downs/Lister Open machines (winter
comb) (10 sheep): Troy Pyper, Invercargill, 75.589 1; Nathan
Stratford, Invercargill, 76.655 2; Stacey Te Huia, Alexandra,
80.500 3; Brett Roberts, Mataura, 85.867 4; Jockey O’Neill,
Alexandra, 91.769 5; Ant Frew, Pleasant Point, 97.093 6.
Open Blades (4 sheep): Tony Dobbs, Fairlie, 51632 1; Phil Oldfield,
Geraldine, 57.747 2; Noel Handley, Rangiora, 58.280 3; Allan
Butcher, Waimate, 69.522 4; Jordan White, Balclutha, 82.597 5.
RD Petroleum/Back Country Earthworkz/IL Mehrtens & Sons
Senior machines (8 sheep): Braydon Clifford, Waikaka, 38.229
1; Taare Edwards, Ashburton, 42.436 2; Tyson Crown, Mataura,
43,131 3; Josef Wnders, Rotorua, 43.813 4; Chris Malcolm,
Winton, 44.716 5; Jason White, Waimate, 46.171 6.
Kevin Butler Sheep Scanning/Mehrtens Agri Senior machines
(winter comb) (5 sheep): Russell Ratima, Aria, 67.110 1;
Alex Clapham, England, 79.788 2; Hohepa Te Rata-Taituha,
Taumarunui, 85.574 3; Pagan Karauria, Alexandra, 87.928 4;
Taare Edwards, Ashburton, 90.323 5; Tyson Crown, Mataura,
107.315 6.
Mark Murphy/Lister Intermediate machines (5 sheep): Reuben
King, Rangiora, 36.635 1; Blake Crooks, Timaru, 37.448 2; Chase
Rattray, Ashburton, 40.783 3; Jordan White, Balclutha, 43.786 4;
James Wilson, Winton, 44.413 5; Tes Paewai, Wales, 47.359 6.
Intermediate Blades (2 sheep): Aku Waihape, Pleasant Point,
43.765 1; Wendy Parsons, 51.356 2; Shaun Burgess, Ashburton,
58.483 3; Evelyn McGregor-Koch, Glenorchy, 63.246 4; Jills
Angus Burney, Masterton, 64.850 5; Ruby Stone, Waimate,
71.332 6.
Vale Terrace/Waiho ForksHotel/Lister/Clifton Downs Junior
machines (3 sheep): Jack Pringle, Balclutha, 26.431 1; Josh
Devane, Taihape, 26.605 2; Lachie Crafar, Rangiwahia, 31.314
3; Mark Calder, Balclutha, 32.541 4; Emma Martin, Gore, 39.600
5; Tyrell Rakete-Miller, Invercargill, 49.262 6.

Chris Chave Contracting/Blair’s Motor repairs Novice machines
(1 sheep): Molly Clayton, Waimate, 23.879 1; Jesse-Rose Toa,
Ashburton, 39.885 2; Dre Roberts, Mataura, 41.181 3; Toni
Ditmer, Rangiora, 57.003 4; Shorty ******* (Gisborne), 80.367 5.
Ellis-Lea Farms Women’s machines (2 sheep): Sarah Hewson,
Marlborough, 17.348 1; Tes Paewai, Wales, 19.129 2; Pagan
Karauria, Alexandra, 21.089 3; Emily Te Kapa, Scotland, 24.939
4; Jills Angus Burney, Masterton, 25.870 5; Emma Martin, Gore,
53.550 6.
Women’s Invitation Blades: Wendy Parsons, 33.968 1; Jills Angus
Burney, Masterton, 54.687 2; Evelyn McGregor-Koch, Glenorchy,
71.206 3; Ruby Stone, Waimate, 72.277 4.
Woolhandling:
Bourndale Farms Open: Joel Henare, Gisborne, 92.70 1; Pagan
Karauria, Alexandra, 124.14 2; Tia Potae, Milton, 126.07 3; Cheri
Peterson, 146.41 4.
Regional/Aoraki Woolgrowers Senior: Amber Poihipi, Ohai,
98.57 1; Heaven Little, Alexandra, 113.76 2; Charlotte Stuart,
Omarama, 125.30 3; Destiny Paikea, Heriot, 147.66 4.
Kingswood Motels Junior: Marea Iwikau, Taumarunui, 95.99
1; Tatuana Keefe, Raupunga, 117.06 2; Lea Brabant, Germany,
132.69 3; Jess-Rose Toa, Ashburton, 143.19 4.
South Island Woolhandling Circuit (sponsored by Waimate
Shearing/Aon New Zealand): Open: Pagan Karauria, Alexandra,
40.31 1; Keryn Herbert, Te Kuiti, 67.21 2; Candy Hiri, Mataura,
72.98 3; Kelly McDonald, Hawea, 88.82 4.
Senior: Amber Poihipi, Ohai, 60.40 1; Sarah Davis, Rerewhakaaitu,
62.49 2; Heaven Little, Alexandra, 80.03 3
Junior: Emma Martin, Gore, 70.29 1; Charis Morrell, Alexandra,
70.85 2; Brittany Kellett, Ashburton, 76.94 3; Ani Mason,
Prebbleton, 90.72 4.
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Through the lens of Barbara Newton at Waimate: Opposite
descending: Cheri Ree Paterson, Luis Pincol and Paul Astin
(USA). Above: Paul Hodge (Geraldine)

All year round work available for
experienced and reliable shearers
and shedhands who can ensure we
provide a quality service
to our clients.
We offer good quality
accommodation, meals and vehicles
to travel to work.
ACC tertiary accreditation & member
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.
Enquiries to Pip on

03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932
Shearing 51

Above: Originally published in black and white in our March 1996 issue, this image of Ju and Pat Maraki’s gang from Waipiro
Bay (East Coast) shearing at Waitahaia Station. Our caption said the gang had a long history of shearing several big sheds
inland from Te Puia Springs. ‘The first contractor was Ned Harrison, with 50-60 shearers and shedhands doing daily tallies of up
to 5000. Time was when three stations, Ihungia, Takapau and Puketiti put 140-150,000 sheep over the Board. But in November
[1995] the Maraki gang did the last shearing on Ihungia, 14,000 acres. It goes into trees.’

We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June
through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards
our clients and fellow staff are essential.
Travel and meals provided.
All enquiries welcomed to
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
Mike Maguire 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ
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An Unbreakable Record?

It’s amazing (well, at least half-interesting) where completion
of a recent writing job and the subsequent, random finding of
a relevant letter can take you. Let me explain: I was recently
asked to summarise Fagan’s career in about 400 words. As you
might expect, it took a few more than that but skilled sub-eds
can make the superfluous words disappear and you don’t even
notice. (Leave it to them!)
In discussing his world records and competition wins I
was able to state factually and categorically that the former,
imposing totals in their day, had long been erased from the
record books.
On the other hand, in the absence of supporting facts, I went
with instinct and just boldly predicted the 642 wins David
gathered on competition stages around the world will never
even be approached by another shearer, let alone bettered.
That prediction lacked hard-fact information to support it.
Fortunately, that’s where the randomly-found letter comes into
play. Back in 1990, for some reason, I requested a year-by-year
summary of competitions held in New Zealand, information
which the National Shearing and Woolhandling Committee
(not yet known as Shearing Sports New Zealand) supplied,
up to and including 1989/90. Within a recent hour or two,
by consulting all the competition directories since then, I
completed the summary up to 2019/2020.
Last season 58 competitions were held (or scheduled, at
least). This figure closely matches the 1974/1975 and 1975/1976
seasons, when 54 and 58 competitions were scheduled. From
1985/1986 through to 1995/1996 the seasonal average was 89,
peaking in 1987/1988 when 92 ‘shows’ were held.
Now, between 1983 when David Fagan won his first open
competition and 2015 when he retired, 2300 competitions were
held throughout New Zealand. Fagan won 476 of them, with the
other 166 of his 642 coming from overseas results. Four hundred
and seventy-six wins equals about 21% of the total 2300.
But, based on a loose calculation of 25 appearances per
season over 33 seasons, David only appeared at 800 of the
2300 shows. So, 476 wins from 800 starts works out at just
under 60% winning average. With overseas wins added into
the equation his winning percentage is nearer 80%. Therefore,
my concluding question – who is there among us today who
will attend at least 25 competitions per season for the next 33
years and win at least 60% of them?
I’ve got five bucks that says ‘Nobody.’ Rowly – Stratty
– Johnny – Troy – Kornie (and all you rising juniors,
intermediates and seniors, when you reach open class) – I’ll
even let you keep the starts you’ve already got!
And just as a matter of interest, where did all those shows
and competitions take place, 33 years ago?
North Region 1 (14): Arapohue, North Hokianga (Broadwood),
Counties (Pukekohe), Hamilton *, Kaikohe, Kumeu, Mangonui
(Kaitaia), Morrinsville, North Kaipara, Raglan (Western
Shears)*, Red Fox Tavern*, Thames (Kopu)*, Northern Shears
(Warkworth)*, NZ Autumn Shears (Whangarei).
West Region 2 (13),Aria, Egmont*, King Country/ NZ
Championships, Ohura, Otorohanga*, Piopio, Stratford,
Taranaki, Tarata*, Taumarunui Jamboree, Te Awamutu*, Te
Kuiti*, Waitomo Caves.
East Region 3 (12): Dam Country, (Mangakino)*, Hawkes Bay,
Kinloch*, Mamaku*, Opotiki*, Poverty Bay (Sun City), Rotorua,

Above: Sir David Fagan established a competition-winning
percentage record to last the ages.
Southern HB, Tauranga, Te Puke, Wairoa, Whakatane*.
South Region 4 (16): Apiti, Carterton, Dannevirke, Feilding,
Golden Shears, Horowhenua (Levin), Manawatu, Marton,
Pahiatua, Porangahau*, Rangiwahia*, Taihape, Waimarino,
Wairarapa Spring, Wanganui*, Waverley.
South Region 1 (8): Flaxbourne, Marlborough, Motueka,
Murchison, Nelson, Rai Valley, Reefton, Tapawera, Whataroa
(South Westland)*.
South Region 2 (10): Amuri, Banks Peninsula, Canterbury,
Cheviot, Ellesmere, Hawarden/Waikari, Kaikoura A&P, Kowai
Sports, Oxford, Rangiora.
South Region 3 (8): Chertsey, Fairlie (MacKenzie Shears),
Mayfield, Methven, Mid-Canterbury (Ashburton), North Otago
(Oamaru), Pleasant Point, Waimate.
South Region 4 (8): Alexandra, Mossburn*, Otago, Riversdale,
Southern Shears, Southland (Invercargill), Tuapeka, Waikaka*.
(* long extinct!)
Footnote: We weren’t able to reconcile the ‘92’ shows
from the National Committee’s letter summary with
the actual shows detailed in the 1987/1988 Competition
Directory. And from the above list it appears shows
scheduled for Wairoa, Porangahau and Motueka may not
have actually taken place, for some reason or another.
But none of that information materially alters the 30-year game
plan some challenger will need to implement in order to eclipse
Sir David Fagan’s grand tally of 642 open championships. (Ed.)
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Shearing a Huge Contract
Australia’s Big Clip
This article (from a 1940 newspaper) describes the shearing
of Australia’s 110,000,000 sheep from which will be cut this
season half a million tons of wool.
******
A terrible epidemic of backache will afflict Australia during
the next few months. But except in a few chronic cases the
worst effects will soon disappear. The sufferers will be an
army of 15,000 professional shearers and the skirmishing
swarms of learners, odd lot shearers, and small sheep farmers, who are now beginning to take the wool off Australia’s
110,000,000 sheep.
Till your back grows used to it shearing is a back breaking
job, even when done with machines. It is worse with hand
shears, still used for small flocks and stud sheep. That is why
so many old-fashioned sheep men with small flocks, who shear
their own sheep with the help of their families and in their own
time, begin shearing on a Thursday.
They shear for three days, and then have Sunday to give their
backs a rest. A full week’s doubling up does not hit them so
hard. Friday might seem even better, but the old timers often
dislike beginning the year’s most important job on that day.
In parts of England, where there is quite good sheep country,
shearers dodge most of the back ache by putting the sheep on
a box or stool. And when they have no ‘pedestals’ they go
down on their knees when they are running up the back or
doing the hind legs.
Australian shearers have no time for these refinements. But
then, an English shearer who knocks off 50 sheep in the day
is a “ringer”. Thirty is not a bad day’s work.
There is shearing practically all the year round in some parts

of Australia. The great bulk of the half million tons of wool enough to give 160 pounds to every man, woman and child in
Australia - will come off in the next few months.
The British government has bought the whole of Australia’s
wool for the duration of the war and for one season after its
close. In western Queensland shearing began in March or
April. Western Australia shears from June to September.
In the far north-west of New South Wales shearers begin in
June or July. They are now starting to move southward and
eastward. It will be December before the shearers cut out the
high Monaro stations. New South Wales has nearly half the
sheep in Australia - roughly 50,000,000 out of the 110,000,000.
Victoria begins in September and Tasmania even later. Down
there shearing goes on till the end of the year, sometimes into
January.
When the Arbitration Court recently raised the shearing
rate from 35/6d for 100 sheep to 36/- the extra 6d a 100 meant
£25,000 pounds more for the shearers. It costs the sheep
owners of Australia £1,800,000 to get their clips off. The odd
10,000,000 sheep are shorn by the owners of small flocks with
their own labour, or by cooperative arrangements with their
neighbours. This £1,800,000 is for shearing only. It does not
include the wages of rouseabouts, wool-pressers, carters and
all the others who help in and around shearing.
Shearing is a highly skilled trade, almost an art. There are
few jobs in which the difference between a first-rate man and
the others is so marked.
Nearly 50 years ago at Alice Downs, in Queensland, Jack
Howe, using hand shears, created the Australian record by
shearing 320 sheep in 7 hours 40 minutes actual working time.
More recently a New Zealand Shearer Percy de Marmont [de
Malmanche], was credited with shearing 400 sheep in a day.
New Zealand shearers are not usually so fast.
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A hundred sheep a day is a good average day’s work amongst
professional shearers. It is doubled by good men when the
sheep are ‘easy’.
It is generally reckoned that Australian shearers are the
fastest in the world, but big tallies have been claimed for
shearers in the western sheep country of the United States. I
heard of a record score in South America. “English Jimmy”
(James Radburn) at Ultima Speranza, in Patagonia, did 240
sheep in one day.
The shape of hand shears has remained much the same since
the Bronze Age. Essentially a pair of shears is a magnified
pair of scissors. Each pair has a resilient double bow at the end
of the handles, which means that the blades fly open except
when there is pressure to keep them closed. Blades not in use
are kept in a sheath.
The old-time blade shearer took pride in having his blades
so sharp that, as the saying went, they would cut a hair that
floated against them. A once-famous Tasmanian shearer,
Black George, would never sharpen his shears if he had a few
minutes to spare before a meal. He said that the wind would
blow the edge off them.
Australian shearers “open out” between the front legs of
the sheep and take the wool off the belly before running up
the neck. This is known in England as the Kentish method.
In Gloucestershire they shear the top of the head and the
neck first. In the Shetland Islands and in the Hebrides they do
not use shears at all. The wool is pulled off the sheep.
London has its sheep shearing each summer, a rite with which
the war will not interfere. Each year four shearers do their openair shearing beside the Serpentine, taking the wool off the 500
sheep that graze in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens.

Above: Should keep them going until lunch time ...
Sydney, too, has its animated lawn mowers on Birchgrove
Oval, on the Manly Golf Links, and on other open spaces.
Why don’t we have an annual sheep shearing exhibition in
Sydney Domain? Millions of Australians have never seen a
sheep shorn. Yet will gathering is Australia’s greatest industry. This is the only continent, and the only country, of which
this is true.
There is something delightfully symbolic about the hundreds
of sheep grazing almost up to the doors of Federal Parliament
House, Canberra.
The former Commonwealth Capital stands deep in the
heart of sheep country. The Federal Capital territory carries
nearly 200 sheep to the square mile, five times the average
for Australia.
(From Hokitika Guardian, 5 September 1940.)

Above: When this photo was first published in our March 1996 edition it was in black and white – and not very good
quality at that. Our caption read: ‘Shearers from 11 countries met for the Pre-Shears course on the farm of Brian Waters,
Palmerston North. It was run by shearer training staff of Wools of NZ. Alan Derryman of England, middle back row, won
an informal contest. So who else do we recognise? Nicky Beynon, ‘John TL’, Mike McWilliam, Rob Gardner, Randy Helms,
George Graham, Geordie Bayne, Joe Healy, Joe O’Donohue, Willie Jones, Rolf and Peder from Norway, Piet Tenteng ...
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In the footsteps of Mr Reed
By Roger Leslie
When I had just started school, I heard of a man walking
from North Cape to Bluff – The man was A.H. Reed, he was
85 years old. I had no idea where North Cape was, nor Bluff
for that matter, but the journey seemed fantastic, surreal. It
captured my imagination (always overactive, said my longsuffering teachers).
I asked my parents who was allowed to do that, walk from
North Cape to Bluff? It seemed something so great must
require permission from the very highest of authorities. It
seemed to my young mind, the more exciting a thing was, the
less likely one would be ‘allowed’ to do it. But no, they assured
me, anyone could do it, they just needed to be very determined
and have good shoes. Ha, I was determined and I could get the
shoes. I never really forgot this business and when I learned
to read, I read Mr Reed’s book and many other New Zealand
titles that his publishing company put out.
I often told my wife I intended to retrace AH Reed’s
mammoth journey and walk the other way from Bluff to
Reinga. She knows I say and do a lot of dumb things but she
had a sneaking suspicion I just might be serious about this one.
Now we are half way to completing that challenge and I sit
in Picton wating for the ferry to take me across Cook Straight
to start round two. I have walked from Bluff to Picton in 17
days. Some of the determination I already had, but some was
certainly driven by great people who walked here before.
As I strode along, I thought of the great shoes that have
walked here before me, and of the great things they achieved.
When I looked carefully enough, I could see where they had
trod. I walked past Tuturau where one of the last musket wars
was fought in the 1830s, I walked past Janet Frame’s house,
I crossed Mona Anderson’s river and Bill Hamilton’s too, I
walked past sheds where Brian (Snow) Quinn once wove his
shearing magic, I smelled the smells and heard the banging
of catching pen doors and in the faint breeze heard someone
shouting “Sheepo”, I walked past Norman Kirk’s Rolleston and
through Christchurch where Charles Upham, John Britton and
Ivan Mauger hailed. I stopped to read plaques and explanations
of people and things from our history. I seemed never to have
time for such dalliance but now I find a strange fulfilment in
reading our history and those that made it. Perhaps that’s just
a sign of age?
The kind of determination needed to walk 10 hours a day
for 17 days was long ago instilled in my psyche by long hours
in the woolsheds. I don’t think there’s another industry that
teaches and requires perseverance quite like shearing. A job
that requires preparation at night-time for next day’s action
and the grit to carry on even if one is hurting.
Much of the south island farmland was made the way it is
on the backs of sheep farmers and shearers. I saw names on
signposts like ‘Old Woolshed Rd’ and as I passed the road to
the Molesworth Station, I thought of the hundreds of thousands
of sheep that were shorn there over the years. Each one shorn
by some shearer and the wool dealt with by some rousey in
some of the loneliest country in New Zealand. Lonely can
be beautiful but what of the individual lives of those almost
forgotten people?  How many of them suffered from mental
health, but didn’t tell anyone? How many tough bodies and
blistered hands hid aching hearts and dark dreams?

Top: Roger Leslie in full stride on the long bridge across one
of Canterbury’s braided rivers. Peak hour traffic somewhere
near Rakaia, maybe. Above: An inviting side road, but Mr
Reed did not go that way and neither does Mr Leslie ...
In the following of my boyhood dream to emulate AH Reed,
I wanted also to raise awareness and support for Mental Health
in NZ and so like him I have visited school children and talked
with them. They had a pretty good idea of what was good for
a healthy body (and what wasn’t) but almost no idea of what
is good for a healthy mind (and what isn’t).
I have walked past some of the attempts from the past to deal
with mental health, like the ‘lunatic asylum’ at Seacliff and the
Queen Mary Hospital at Hanmer Springs. Reading that history
again made me cry. I know, I’m a shearer, right? Shearers don’t
cry. Shearers are tough. Soldiers are tough too, soldiers don’t
cry. The convalescent hospital at Hanmer was first built for
returning soldiers from WW1, and they soon discovered the
broken minds were a greater issue than broken bodies.
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I am concerned that industries and lifestyles that require
toughness may also shield a great need of support for mental
health.
As I walk along, I am finding more and more people
struggling with this part of their health. Teachers, nurses,
doctors, firemen, ambulance officers. People helping others
while their own health gets more and more fragile. I’m
wondering if we are any better at this than our ancestors were?
I suspect not. You can’t fix a broken mind with alcohol any
more than you can fix a broken leg with painkillers. Both need
support and targeted care.
Walking determinedly along the road doesn’t solve any of
this but it gets people talking about it and that’s a good start.
Look around you! Who needs a quiet understanding ear
today? Are we brave enough to call for help ourselves? I hope
by walking and sharing I can help this and maybe some little
kid is thinking “Wow, I want to do that one day.”
******
This account of Roger Leslie’s hike along New Zealand’s State
Highway No 1 (or as close to, where possible and permissable),
was written just before he commenced the North Island
section. His journey ended on 23 November after 38 days and
2100 kilometres.
Mr Arthur Reed completed his Cape Reinga to Bluff hikoi in
1961, when he was 85 years-of-age. But he did not stop there
– the following year he walked across the North Island, from
East Cape to Cape Egmont. Then he walked from Dunedin
to Christchurch, across Arthur’s Pass, down the West Coast,
over the Haast Pass and back to Dunedin.
At 89-years-of-age he walked from Sydney to Melbourne. Above: Chances are this innovative letter-box maker is a
He died in 1975, just a few weeks after his 99th birthday.
former shearer. The things you see while walking the length
And so Mr Leslie, if you still have some unworn tred on the of New Zealand!
soles of your shoes ...

Things looking a bit Grey? Where to get help

Fancy work in the King Country, Nov-Feb and MayJuly periods? Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees and clients?
• Ability to have fun?
• Training available.

Mental Health line 1737 (open 24/7)
Lifeline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 354 (0800 LIFELINE)
Depression Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 111 757
Healthline (open 24/7) – 0800 611 116
Samaritans (open 24/7) – 0800 726 666
Suicide Crisis Helpline (open 24/7) – 0508 828 865 (0508
TAUTOKO). This is a service for people who may be
thinking about suicide, or those who are concerned about
family or friends.
Youthline (open 24/7) – 0800 376 633. You can also text
234 for free between 8am and midnight, or email talk@
youthline.co.nz
0800 WHATSUP children’s helpline – phone 0800 9428
787 between 1pm and 10pm on weekdays and from 3pm
to 10pm on weekends. Online chat is available from 7pm
to 10pm every day at www.whatsup.co.nz.
Kidsline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 754. This service is for
children aged 5 to 18. Those who ring between 4pm and
9pm on weekdays will speak to a Kidsline buddy. These
are specially trained teenage telephone counsellors.
Your local Rural Support Trust – 0800 787 254 (0800
RURAL HELP)
Alcohol Drug Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 787 797. You
can also text 8691 for free.

Call Mark on 0275 544 433
Member NZSCA and ShearNZ
mjbarrow@xtra.co.nz

For further information, contact the Mental Health
Foundation’s free Resource and Information Service (09
623 4812).

Above: Mr AH Reed, pictured on the Otago-Southland
boundary during a southern excursion in 1952.
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Tom Gibson lived to shear and fish
By Bernie Walker
Whenever there is a debate or discussion about the Western
Australia gun shearers the name of Thomas Kelly Gibson
(pictured opposite) is certain to be mentioned. Born in Victoria
in 1909, he began shearing at 16, which proved to be the
beginning of a 52 year career.
Having shorn his first 200, the next year he shore as far
north as Julia Creek in Queensland before he heard Western
Australia was a good place to be shearing. In 1936 he ventured
over to the West where he became a very well-known identity
in the industry. He joined Peter and Val Hobson’s team on
their northern run. When widely known and respected WA
shearer Kevin Gellatly joined the team as a teenager for his
first trip to the north, he became Tom’s pen mate.  
Kevin says Tom was the best pen mate he ever had and
taught him so much about the job. One thing that impressed
him which he has never forgotten was Tom’s temperament and
attitude. He was very even tempered and had a tremendous
work ethic, evidenced by his best yearly tally of 45,000 in 1945,
according to Mark Synnot, one of the biggest contractors in
Western Australia.
Tom shore over 300 four times, the first in his early twenties.  
His best day was 311 at Kulin in 1945 and he also shore
over 300 at Myroodah, but he regularly shore well over 200
regardless of the type of sheep. In his early days, Tom recalled
travelling to Derby by ship before they were transferred to the
old trucks known as ‘ring pounders’. The seating was two
benches back-to-back in the middle of the tray and the roads
also left much to be desired.
In later years they rode the trucks all the way from Perth.
He recalled they shore over 100,000 at Noonkanbah for a start,
then on to De Grey Station, Shaw River, Karratha, Tootra,
Yatheroo, and possibly finish on Dirk Hartog Island in time
for Christmas.  Two or three weeks off, then back into it again
in January.
Peter Hobson said ‘Tom was never beaten.’ In 1945 the great
Bob Sawallish of ‘Mad Eight’ fame (Shearing August 2021)
said that ‘Gibson was the most promising shearer in the State.’
Tom considered one of his best efforts was at Cunderdin where
he shore 10,000 in seven weeks.
Tom was renowned for the length of his career and his
capacity for sheer (no pun intended) hard work and for his
ability to shear through a pain barrier that would stop most
others. In this respect, he reminds me of the stories I have
heard about Kiwi legend, Colin Bosher.

Pleasant Point, South Canterbury
Quality Shearers, Woolhandlers & pressers wanted
between the months of January - March & June - October.
Competitive wage rates
Call Anthony Frew 0276 148 089
eweneedus@outlook.com

At one stage, Tom was shearing with badly blistered feet
which would have halted a lesser person. On another occasion
he met a mate for some fishing which he loved to do and held
up his broken thumb in plaster. ‘Still got my 200,’ he told his
mate. He was later noticed with a split and raw leg caused
by spilling boiling water on it a few days earlier, but he still
continued to shear.
Tom Gibson’s sound advice to young shearers was to work
hard for ten years, don’t gamble and drink lightly. After this
time they should have been able to save enough for a house
and some investments. Tom had a big, well-furnished home in
Perth he shared with Julia, his wife of 40 years. His son Bill
was also a top line shearer in the West. It is believed Tom had
several rental properties around Perth in preparation for the
time when he could no longer head out to the sheds.
He was of the opinion that ten years shearing is enough for
any man as ‘there is no harder work than shearing.’ But a
friend of mine, a former dual Australian Open champion once
told me, ‘It’s only as hard as you make it – once you are fit to
shear it is more busy than hard.’ Perhaps Tom’s quest to shear
big numbers every day made it hard for himself.
With more than fifty years on the board and 1.2 million
sheep down the chute, Tom was proud of the fact, ‘I never
shore a shed I couldn’t go back to’ and he declared that he
would ‘probably give it away three days after I die!’
This amazing man who just lived to shear, and whose other
great love was fishing, died in 2005 at the great age of ninetysix and is buried at Mt Lawley, in Perth.
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Hemi’s powerful heritage
By Jojo Crawford
Originally from Gore, which lies in the
deep South of New Zealand, Hemi Power
is now shearing at Forbes, New South
Wales. He comes from two generations
of shearing contractors. He started his
full-time shearing career at the age of 18,
and first shore the last side of a lamb when
he was seven.
‘My dad, Richard Power Jr. supported
me all the way through, and continued to
show me the ropes right up until I was set
to spread my wings,’ Hemi says.
Along the way, Hemi has followed
up on the teachings from other good
shearers which enabled him to claim some
excellent personal best tallies, shearing
over 500 lambs, and a mega-milestone of
400 adult sheep in an 8-hour day.
Hemi is also pretty slick when it
comes to the speed shearing arena.
He’s attended over 30 Open class speed
shears, won seven titles and has a fastest
time of 18.6 seconds! (There’s a video
on Facebook showing an event at the
Methven Speed Shears 2019. Hemi takes
the win with the fastest time of 20.02
seconds, ploughing down the last side like
there’s no tomorrow and to top it off, ends
with a lightning-flash-pull-of-the-cord!)
‘My grandfather, Richard ‘Dick’ Power
Snr (Pongaroa) who I call Pop, shore for

Hemi Power with a 120kg ewe. ‘I had to
use the same shearing pattern as I use for
a ram, and these are some of the biggest
ewes I’ve ever shorn,’ he says.
over 50 years, and contracted from the
early 1960s through to the late 1980s,
starting in Mangaweka, then later became
well known throughout the Wairarapa,
based at Tinui, near Masterton. ‘Pop
featured in the Shearing magazine ‘Dick
Power 50 years shearing – March 1998
Edition’. (See below, Ed)
My nan, Lorna Chase (Taumarunui)
not only bought up the family but cooked
meals for the shearing gangs, too.
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‘My dad, Richard Power Jnr, shore for
over 25 years and contracted in Gore,
back in the 1980s and 1990s, and before
my mum, Margaret Power, became a
nurse she made the tucker boxes for the
shearing gang, paid out the wages plus
brought us up, all at the same time!
‘There were a lot of shearers I looked
up to when I was learning. Shearers
like Uncle Joe Clarke, Ryan Miller, the
Waihape Boys, Clint Ratima, and many
more! They all made it look so easy, and
fun and my dad always had a massive
fun crew, too.
‘I’m very close to my Uncle Sam Power
(dad’s brother). Growing up, he was very
much like having a big brother and I’ll
always be grateful for his support, he also
bought me my first lot of shearing gear. I
have nothing but love for that man.
‘I have a younger brother, Riki, who
is shearing extremely well and already
he’s achieved a 300 tally, of which I’m
very proud, along with my beautiful
sister Miriama Power, who is a wool
classer, and an amazing mother to my
new nephew.
‘I’ve enjoyed shearing and travelling
for the past sixteen years and I’m about
to head down south, Victoria way, where
I look forward to seeing all my family and
being together for Christmas.’
(

Welshmen Gareth Owen and Elfed Jackson practising for the 2012 world championships at
Masterton. Farmer Cecil Tubb at the table. (Phil Oldfield photo.)
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